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NO

MURDERERS OF
MISS SINGER

TEXAS, GOES UP IN FLAMES

AL PYRE

FRAUDS IN TURKISH

NEW YORK TO

I

Chicago, 111., Oct. 30 Although po-- I
lice in every part of the city kept a
'Sharp lookout for Charles I). Conway
land his wife, wanted in connection!
with the murder of Miss Sophia U.
Singer of Baltimore, yesterday morn-- ,
ing, no trace of the couple had been
found early today.
Neither did any clew develop from
nunureuQ ui ihkuihib hui m vous
iftnd cities throughout the Country
bearing a description of the pair, as
'veil as d picture of the wonum.
Close. Wtttalt was kept on five cent
IN FEARLESS AND FRANTIC
BRAVE WOMEN OF NOBLE ORDER FORGOT THEMSELVES
theaters, tho ptMco having obtained
information that Conway and his wife
EFFORT TO SAVE EVEN THE LAST TWO OF THEIR HOMELESS LITTLE CHARGES-MOT- HER had sought employment li: several ot
these places.
SUPERIOR IS MIRRORED AGAINST THE FLAMES WITH THE LAST TOT IN HER
They learned, too, that Conway had
performed as a" clown with different
circuses and leading allows of this
ARMS, THEN FALLS BACK INTO SEETHING CALDRON OF FIRE
class were wired to assist in the
search.

AND

1912.
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COMPELLED TO SHOOT
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SOLDIERS WITH PISTOL

HE HAS EMPLOYED BURNS TO WATCH!
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BRIGADE
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EFFORT TO STOP INVADING
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BY PERSONAL
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AND SAVE

SITUATION

Oyster Hay, Oct. so. Colonel Uoose'
velt announced today that he had retained William Travers Jerome and DESPERATE BATTLE IS NOW WELL
Detective William J. Burns to look out
places In
for frauds at the polling
UNDER WAY WITH RESULT IN DOUBT
New York state on election rtiiy.
to
Burns came to Oyster Bay today
take luncheon with Colonel KoosevU
ver mtn luln the plana lor
London, Oct. 30. A big battle, per. today affected a junction with tlia
tives, was reared at Wuncie, Ind., and nQ B
Biecuou
under
u.lj
army
u.io loft on orinlfv liv liip. niironta Its
haps the decisive one of the war, is southern Montenegrin east
FACED WITH
DEATH IN HORRIBLE FORM
of Scutari.
General Martinovitch
"f u , ",UD
is said to have squanWert his patri to
of
east
the
somewhere
t.
u;QMlnri
proceeding
1
velt. inai i wrtuieu
he Austrian aud
ijuiio " v...Vienna, Oct. 30.
mony.
Ad- Hirt that i wanted any kind of frauds the line from Constantinople to
IiuHsi.,u governments have arrived at
(stopped, if there should be any rianople, between the Turkish and an understanding on the Balkan
STOICISM OF CHRISTIAN MARTYRS OF OLD BIG EXPOSITION
I want the guilty
armies and severe fighting tion, according to the Neue
Freio
BIG
COSTS
MONEY. fraud on our side,
to be prosecuted just as vigor also is taking place around Adrian - Press.
persons
A
30.
Oct.
San Francisco, Calif.,
london, Oct. 30. The Bulgarian
ople itself,
ousiy as any others.
statement of the finances of the
Beyond the fact that a clash has army was defeated by the Turks at
"t want the people to understand!ma-Pacific
international exposition that whatever the outcome of the elec- come, however, the general staffs of Visa, Renfiland and Serai yesterday,
was filed here today with President tion we are going to prosecute right the Turkish and Bulgarian armies according to an official dispatch rv
Sah Antonio, Texas, Oct. 30. Sac- was Mary Rositer, native of Wexford, ond story.
Ii eland.
Sister Monica Montez lost her life Charles C. Moore, by Rodney S.
,
nn tn the limit any persons who are! are keeping the outside world ignorant ceived by the Ottoman embassy her".
rificing their lives to rescue their
of hy jumping. After the children had
Mother
native
Frances
Pasteur,
the
of
their
exposition.
comptroller
eighty-seveof frauds and put them behind as to how things are going with them.; The Turkish iusa lutuneu OUU Kltieu
orphan children in
guilty
on
the
been piloted to the fire escape
France.
No news has come through from the, and wounded
fi
A full report of income,
u.
if nnuuiiiie
expendicharge, five Sister of Charity perished
Sister Peter Claer Stevin, teacher west side of the blazing building she tures and
of action, except the dispatch LI CHING CHANG ASSASSINATED.
from the berepe-iento
in a fire that destroyed St. John's or- in San
have
subscriptions
not
any
"oing
'We Tre
Fernando school, native c i returned to take a last look in the
from Nazi
Pasha, the Turkish com- in
Chicago, Oct. 30. Cable dispatches
in
this
business
of
December,
i
phanage today.
t.fon ot the
Her escape was cut off, ginning
mander-in-chie- to the Chicago Daily News from PoIreland.
Dublin,
dormitory.
"The
posfinsaying:
is
with
to
its death
Mary
One baby fell
case we Have the law bcl in d us
l.
Sister Leacadia Nolan, teacher in but she made her way to the east side 1900, until September 30, 1SI2,
favorab,e tQ th(J Turks
knR chna gay the M()llammedans
r
of the Cross, Mother Superior of the San Fernando
eluded. The more important items
"Durns and his me. w
the
Dub- where firemen stood below with
of
native
school,
while admitting that they have to have assassinated Li Ching Chang,
as
follows:
are
me
co.one
institution, who left her place of lin, Ireland.
Signed subscriptions frauds at the polls,
net spread. She leaped but missed
depend or) mepe rumorS( and suppo-- president of the Kanu province,
safety in a vain effort to save the
$0,035,350. Unsigned pledges $1,453,-350- .
"and the lawyers will ue 111 sition8f military critics here are
Sister Monica Montez, native of the net. Death was instantaneous.
because he opposed making
is
and
child. Another orphan
missing
Total $7,548,700.
Mexico.
active consultation with them ironi cj)ed t(J bejeve that the Turkish
Mother Frances Pasteur and Sister
Liang the Mohammedan gover-noit is feared it did not escape.
$305,-166- .
1
estate
Mr.
real
"
Jerome
for
that
asked
on.
Expenditures
Charles Malhlow, orphan, aged
Peter Claer Stevin and Leacadia No
hjmy is at last ready to take the often, or of the province. The dispatches
Flames broke out in the building
Expenditures for buildings and engaged. I did not care whom he
THE INJURED.
lan were unable to escape from the
sjye and ngs a cnance of retrieving V, d that the followers of Maan
Roused
their
from
this
morning.
early
Total $645,508.
I am not concerned about tsefi
Miss A. DeTemple, an employe, na-- building. They perished in the flames. grounds $340,342.
t tV the province and that the unrest
their
nuns
marshalled
the
sleep,
tive of Germany.
balance $630,044.
in X'heiisl and Shansi is
ob-'w.
out
Tne
Unexpended
that.
Rev.
My only concern is that the man
Shaw
J.
have
carried
Right
Bulgarian
troops
growing.
at
1
charges to fire escapes, remaining
shall
be
caught.
a
in
some
were
suffered
of
check
Miss
several
the
E.
whom
London, Oct.. 30. The Greeks today
an
viously
children,
Standish,
vicinity
employe.
their posts until flames barred the
Miss Mary Kostka, Farrell, native mere babies and unable to help themexpect Unit frauds will be attempted of Adrianople, as dispatches from occupied the Turkish town of Verria
way to safety. One of the Sisters,
selves.
but I want it understood that those Sofia report the arrival there of many without resistance, according to a
Kildare, Ireland.
TAXATION.
X
Monica "Slontez, was killed and Sister (if
' The
who try it will do so at great peril." wounded from the front and it is an- News Agency dispatch from Athens,
and
is
not
the
X
fire's
in
that
Mr.
known.
Bear
Father
Voter,
chancellor,
Hume,
mind,
origin
Kostka Farrell was fatally injured
Roosevelt left today for nounced that the Bulgarian plan of The Greek army Is now within fifty
Colonel
The
death
to
of
rushed
into
ths
the
X the men who tell you that
Mother Superior. Father Duffy, chaplain
by jumping. Three of the Sisters
New York to speak in Madison Square storming the great fortress has been, miles of Salonikl and it is believed
escaped injury. Instructed to pilot the Mary of the Cross, was the sequel to building to rescue from the fire, grop- X change our system of govern-w
delayed until reinforcements arrive.! the
ilm:.ri frnm vrr,M t
Garden tonight.
ment at this time is dangerous,
first column of frightened children out a demonstration of remarkable cour- ing helplessly about in the smoke.
i- r..HL.iAU
TU
i is
arrivWhen
fire
She
X
the
chief's
X
to
E.
in
returned
still
will
a
the
age.
intact.
be
that
there
that
the
who
apparatus
of danger, they gained
burning
'panic,
ground
Blaque Bey,
clear But it is believed that he will was
THEN SHE WAS KILLED.
time to escape the crash of falling dormitory when she heard the cry ed at the orphanage, the Are had X Wall Street has a cyclone eel- - X
military attache at Vienna and
t0
nd
lit
JattemPt
Adrianople
Tliat
of.
30.-strucho
X
a. child
X lar, that Roosovclt jS a dangerous
had been overlooked spread throughout the entire
...
whose wife .formerly was Josephine
walls.
,
Salem, Mass., Oct.
Tin X man, that mills and factories will Xj crowd of strikers, armed with revol- - f"r""" "r ou'"uu' wn"e al lne 8ame Xalman of St. Paul has been appointThe children owe their lives to the in the hurry and excitement. A few ture. The roof had crumbled.
on
"
nis ed
X vers, received rounds of cartridges
ouiganans
the . wool , industry
of the nuns. moments later she appeared at a win- dead nuns belonged to the Sisters of X shut
down, that.....
daring and
general of division in the Turkish
.
.
,
,
...
- ..
- ITU dFIK.
in una state win De wipea out,
from one or their numner a rew mm While attaches of the orphan hospi- dow in the front of the building with Charity of the Incarnate Wed'. ...
armv.
to a
from
rumors
The
that
!...
trooos
ac.coru'ng
.
i
a
,.,
i
in
v
w-,Bulgarian
will
ihnt
in
the
trHhiD
fnr.
babe
!,.
ntiH
arms.
her
Chief
Fire
PATIENT BURNS TO DEATH.
tal hurried to the burning building
A
" .
r.
"
.
.
had
V.
reached
onstaniinopie.
I."
the
.
.
Lawrence last January, ana men proand dashed through bursts of flame to Wright attempted to save her, but
eigu war, mat an aisasiers or
Oct. 30., (by wireritiQi'illa li tr rint 111 J o no.
'
a11 kinda wil1 immediately follow, Xlceeded to the corner where the wo anenng me rem-tn- lessConstantinople,
to Kustendje, Rumania). Three
help in the rescue work, yet many failed. A ladder was placed against tient wps Uilterl' pnH Hpverl hart" nr.
.
.
armv
name
ns
ot
at
MnnaRtip
are uie same men who nave pro- man was snot, was tne testimony giv of the orphans would have been ere-- the unsteady wall and the chief scaled row. escapes from death when the
hundred Turkish officers and men
e, adva"cing Servians and the
mated in the dormitories if the nuns it but before he reached her. the Martinsville sanitarium here was de- IX filed to such a great extent by Ven today in the trial of Ettor, Oiovan - m'et.
co umn- - It is thought have been executed
in connection
"ed
Bu'3anan
X
Mother
the
Superior with the child, fell stroyed hy fire today. Dr. J. W. Foltz
present outrageous taxation Xinitti and Caruso. Daniel Aminehan,
had not braved the first outburst of
"y V13" anVT, Klevna of Mo"-- with the panic among the Turkish
fire and piloted them to places of safe back into the flames.
of South Park, Ky., ill in a ward on X system in this state and want to Xja Lawrence newspaper reporter, said "c..m
prePared niself there for troops at the taking of
continue to prosper. Look into X he was standing at Union and Common
egress.
Sister Kostka in jumping from the one of the upper floors, was burned to
"g.',?3e'
by the Bulgarians.
X
the
x!
211,
Do
want
on
of
the
glass.
streets
looking
you
DEAD.
THE
January
evening
fourth story window to reach a life death. Two young women, also pa
'
the
Abdul
Ia',ure
.f
Constantinople, Oct. 30. (Wireless
X
a
"f.
at
a
fell
square government,
square xjust before the Lopizzo girl
u
Mother Mary of the Cross, who was net, evidently lost her balance. Her tients, dropped safely into nets. The X
at Con8ta"t"le. dispatch.)
According to refugees
1. amV!
deal, a square assessment, hon- - X Union and Garden streets.
nf tYia ,q ia itnbnnnrn
Mother Superior of the asylum. She body struck the railing on the sec- ao ucln9 removea xrom from
kb l puuijus anu nonest Dusiness v
city, troops there
"1 saw about forty or fifty nien L ",' IT,!,
confirm the report were composed almost entirely of re- X If you do, drag out your tax re-standing under an arc lamp," Bald "TV"1'
th
ra'lroad
between these two servists,
Minehan. ' I heard several shots fired h.at
ceipt, look it squarely and hon-GOING SOME.
ANOTHER AVIATOR GETS IT.
180 has been
'"irrupted. From - and badly fed. Several of the regi- estly in the face and ask your-and saw six or seven of the men with r.!"L
ne oer- ments at. the lighting had been without
"
p
self, how am (I) going to vote
revolvers in their hands. Then I saw!
New York, Oct. 29, via Chicago, III.
I urKS
V6I es rations for 48 hours.
at
"ic
30. Lieuten- X this year?
Oct.
- X
Munich,
no
arnnnH
man
rirl
troa
A night attack
f
r!
r,o
a
It's
Bavaria,
the
r,na
quesbig
great
was accomplished by the
Miguel A. Otero,
: .v.
'a
.v.
on the Bulgarian advance guard was
X
tion.
man
Are
cavalry
X
iii-you
for
Moritz
1.117111
ant
a
Bavarian
enough
iuuu
it, iiic uim io auu Daw
Hamburger,
m
1.
thm
r
yyjj
M.
divided
N.
fanta Fe,
X the job or not? What is an AM- - X revolvers.
torce ordered by the Turkish
ol"
lew uiiuuLes laiei llu,un-- u.
military aviator, was killed today on X ERICA
arove th"i;but the energetic defense commander,
m,,ery
We have been planning monster
N citizen? Answer it at X heard shots at that corner."
:L,:,.OBrv,"7
7"
offered bv
from their positions.
X the polls.
the Bulgarians disconcerted the Turkrally in Madison Square the aviation ground at
It was at that time that Anna Lopiz
Turkish
Ser-defeated
troops
by the
'
Garden, this city, Wednesday night.
fell.
vians and Montenegrins in the district ish troops and a panic set in.
Democrats have same immense buildThe troops dispersed, abandoning
iot
are
Novipjar
arriving in hundreds
ing Thursday night. Republicans had
In Bosnia, having crossed the front-- ; in their flight their guns, rifles and
it engaged for Friday night. Republiammunition.
Muhmoud
ler.
Mukhtar
cans have abandoned their contract AN
VOTERS BY
THEODORE ROOSEVELT Colonel Charles A'Court Repington, 1aslla tried lo s,('m tne Panic y
forfeited
and
$500.00 they
for garden
one of the best Informed
Beveral fleeing soldiers with
military writ-- j shooting
JAMES SCHOOLCRAFT SHERMAN, VICE had deposited. Our state committee
his revolver. Prince Aziz Pasha joined
ers, in an article In the Times
today,
has taken the garden for the night the
in the fight.
after a silence since October 25,'
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES"
that the military situation In the says
republicans gave up and will hold an
After a consultation with Abdullah
Bal- Kans has been so hopelessly confused Pasha, the commander of the Turkish
UES AT UTICA, N. Y. IN LAST other immense meeting in Madison
mat n nas been useless to attempt troops at Adrianople, by telegraph,
Square Garden Friday night. Swing
EARTHLY SLEEP.
in New York is so admittedly In our
ar.y appreciation of it.
jMahiiioud Mukhtar Pasha ordered a
London, Oct. 30. In the event of a general retreat.
favor that it accounts for republicans
decisive battle at Adrianople, Turkey! J'ilmi Pasha refused to
abandoning their meeting and giving
287 Fourth Avenue
join in tho
Utica, N. Y., Oct. 30. Vice .Presi- up the garden and our ability to take
Eure to Slle for peace, according to retreat, fearing it would end in a
gen-- I
Is
a
death
In
no
Sherman's
national
we
know
H.
as
dent
question it. So far
George
New York
Moses,
former United eral riot. With part of his division,
stales minister to Greece. In the lie took a position on the fortifications
of only a few hours, said Dr. Peck campaign has any party undertaken
Office of
course of an interview today, he said: to the northwest of
when he left the Sherman residence to hold two immense rallies in Madiin.
Theodore
Roosevelt
"The terms of peace will be dictated order to cover the retreat of
at noon today. The Vice President son Square Garden within forty-eigh- t
the rest
absolutely by the Balkan allies with-- of the army.
was delirious when he awoke for a hours of each other.. The fact that
e
out
"
hub iiuw tne powers. The,
tome or his troops broke into panic
few minutes early this morning. He the republicans dare not attempt even i
terms
and
will
In
New
York
one
City
agree without hindrance and refused to stay with him Hilma
meeting
then relapsed into a heavy sleep. It
from the powers.
Pasha shot a numhpr nf thDm
...n
is not believed Mr. Sherman will sur- that we can hold two within forty- camThe terms will agree with these! with his revolver. After that
as
the
of
other
each
hours
24
hours.
next
eight
cool-- j
vive the
by
aid down in the note sent by the B:il- - ness and
Dr. Peck said that Mr. Sherman's paign comes to a close is proor inai
energy, he succeeded in re- kan nations to the Porte before the tiring with the
are down ana out in
the
2
to
act
since
refused
republicans
had
greater part of his di-- j
kidneys
declaration of war, with the important vision. The other divisions
o'clock yesterday and that most of this state and the Taft cause is hopeof the
carry
exceptions that the Balkan nations Turkish army retreated in the great-wil- l
the time since his patient had been in less. Of course if Taft cannot
of
a
hold
is
not
shadow
New
all
York
the
there
territory conquered est disorder. The main body retired
a comatose condition. For a few minAll the
by them and will exercise suzerainty toward Visa, where the divisions
r
utes early today he was" awake but chance for him In the nation. Colonel
the other Christian districts
is our way this week.
by Fahri, Pasha and Djema
ofjmanded
he was delirious. He soon dropped news
key.
Pasna 6topped the rfmt an(J
E,!.rPea"
off to sleep and has remained obli- Roosevelt is gaining strength rapidly.
l he Balkan allies .are
GEO. W. PERKINS.
probably some semblance of order.
Fahri
vious to the world since. He has not (Signed)
making every effort to.. Spline ail the! IWia held the Bulgarians
been rational since Monday night. Dr.
temporarily
.
of
Macedonia and in check and then recaptured four of
(Turkish provinces
Peck expects the end this afternoon
Albania, so that they may be in a po- - the guns
X
Xi
CROWN
PRINCE HURT.
they had taken from the
or tonight.
sition to enforce their demands for Turks.
Information is not given out very
ltle annexation of these districts."
By Sunday order among the Turk- Danzieg, Uermany, Oct. 30. X
freely but it is understood that the X
X The German Crown Prince, Fred- - X
Constantinople, Oct. 30. (1:30 p. ish troops had been completely restor-jni.- )
has
condition
comatose
practically
The Turkish commander-in-chief,- !
In a X
ed an(l they then resumed the
been unbroken throughout the day X erick William, was Injured
X hunting accident yesterday near Xi
Pasha, telegraphs that a bigisive cautiously, pending the arrival
and that the uraemia remains un- X
battle has been in progress, since this cf reinforcements,
here and is confined to bis resi- - X
changed.
X
dence.
X
in
He
morning. The troops engaged on both
Within four days divisions of Turk-side- s
of
The extremely critical condition
X a stag hunt in company with
number 150,000. Nazim Pasha ish troops have been despatched from
the patient has caused many rumors X Crown
Princess Cecilie when his X
says the position of the Ottoman Constantinople in the direction of
of the death of the Vice President and jX horse fell.
X
forces is favorable.
while others have been
been
offices
have
the local newspaper
X
When the prince was picked X
Mahmoud Mukhtar's division of the ordered to proceed by land and sea.
flooded with Inquiries.
X up, he was found to be. suffering X
N'azim Pasha sent a telegram under
Turkish army repulsed the Bulgarian
X from injuries to the head and X
troops yesterday, inflicting severe loss yesterday's date to the war departhis patient but says It is impossible jy face and an extravasation
of X!
to them at Tcherkesskecti, on the ment reading as follows:
o determine just when the end will X blood from the right arm.
The X
1 choriu
"The Adrianople. army made a
river and on the railroad mid-- i
was
,X
carried
once
to
X
at
come.
his
prince
way between.'.VCon8tantinople
and sortie to the west in the direction of
X residence where he has been or- - X
BULLETINS.
v
v: ':
Maras, where it found a Bulgarian
Adrianople.'
At 1:45 o'clock a brief bulletin was X dered by his doctors to remain X
- j
The Turks inflicted consid- 30.
a
apRieka,
The
Oct.
brigade.
out
wrote
X at present although his injjuries X
e
Roosevelt
western
Montenegro,
was
on
his
Theodor
loKneil from the home of
for
he
personal
which
before
shot,
leaving
Just
trip,
.
'X at present, although his injuries X peal to the voters in America asking them to support the cause of the Progressive party without regard to their central column of Montenegrin troops
.
commanded by Crown Prince Danilei
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on page four).
past political affiliations. The foregoing is a facsimile of hia letter.
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PAGE TWO

5ARTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE POOR WORKMAN.

The Little Store

STOMACH

MISERY

JUST VANISHES

JOHN M'CUTCHEON.

The Original and

Only Absolutely

SCHRAM FRUIT JARS

A Money andFuel

If what you just ate is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
in mouth and stomach, headache this
is indigestion.
A full case of Pape's
Diapepsin
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
costs only flfiy cents and will
cure your
stomach,
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
and leave su:;.cient about the house
in case some one else In the family
may suffer fr.m stomach trouble or
indigestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula plainly printed on these
t
cases, then you will under-- ,
Or.ce there was a poor workman going, and when his term ended they
stand
dyspeptic trouble of all
why
lianirinorones
sasnine
electhe
before
nvpr
who was very popular just
u'pro
must go, uud why they usually
tion and toially ignored after the elec- for breath and ever and anon yelling kinds
stomaens
relieve sour,
for help.
two years the crafty
tion,
Dia
five
minutes.
1 or indigestion in
Is
of
a
kind
"This
shower
the
would look him up,
president
tastes like
him with oral offerings and dazzle like," said the poor workman. "He is pepsin is harmless anddose contains
each
linn vm.n goiuen promises. So he tint afraid to tackle the blearest of the candy, though
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
to digest and
sufficient
Power
in
law
held
the
as
fellows
have
vote
who
in
and
would iiiially give
they big
into the blood
assimilation
for
Pa'e
He
has
given
lordly contempt.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages wisuea and then wait hopefully for
a the food you eat; besides, it makes
ihe luliii.uient of their pledges, fcsonie- - us little fellows the first chance we've
S t0 t!le taole with a healthy ap- how or oilier the pleases got siue- had for vears and I for one wish he
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
but, what will please you
Petite:
he
has
finish
the
would
job
stay and
uacked and he heard uo more of tnem
wm 1CCI "" J"u'
I1,UBl 1H u,ul
umu just before the next election, so well started."
'
and intestines are clean and
stomach
to
thfi
refused
vnW
viirnrnns
woulu
Rt
wiien tlie crafty politicians
run again and turned the job over to a fresh- and J'011 wln not need to Bort,
Phone Black
Phone Black come, smiling and bowing, to see nim subordinate
or liver pills for bilious-who promised to continue to laxatives
again.
.
or
45
45
dewmnpiuun.
ihe
work.
have
good
circumstances
"Oiiforseen
Thls cltv wi have many Diapep-- ,
Alas for the poor workman! The
layed our splendid struggles in behalf
in
cranks, as some people will cal
of your weuare," they explained, "but new man lacked the punch and in an
them, but you will be cranky about:
this time if you vote for us we will amazing short time the old politicians this
splendiu stomach preparation,.
on th
nt thMv Qomnrf
speedily do many things to further
if
too,
you ever try a little for indi- ever.
wind and soon were as strong as
your Happiness and prosperity."
UI
utut' Dlul"
The workman was pretty much dis They regained all their lost ground se"" or6aM,ulB
dL"
misery.
the
of
late
and
whenever
man
they thought
couraged, but he was a hopeful
Get some now, this minute, and for
and In the end he again voted as they ruler they gnashed their teeth in ever rid yoi::-3el- f
of stomach trouble
wished. And again he waited long and anger.
and indigestion.
was
for
he
The
workman
sore,
this
poor
hopefully but without result. By
time he was gettiflg onto the poli- was the one who suffered most.
BEANS SHIPPED EAST.
"I wished my old friend was back on
ticians and the emptiness of their
the
he
Job,"
He
had been strung
sighed.
golden promises.
A. MacAit'iur Company shipped two
returned and a
Finally the
iu forty-seveplaces and It was becars
of beans and 18 cars of sheep.
Domestic Lump
inFancy Egg
Fancy Lump
ginning to dawn upon him that all the tremendous demand of the people
One of the cars of beaiiB went to
to
Wherever
him
run
duced
the
again.
one
and
of
party
politicians, both
Kansas City and one to Chicago. Last
other, were working him to the the people had a chance to express week
they shipped one car beans to
their belief and confidence in him he
queen's taste.
Topeka and one to Oklahomi City.
About this time there came into the received enormous votes. They had These
cars are what might be termed
Phone One Double O J.
political arena a vigorous young man not forgotten that he was the friend sample cars and if the beans me:.t
who adopted the revolutionary policy of the great mass of the people and
with favor of the people in those
of taking his
pledges that he was hated with the most bit
places, next year many cars will be
whom
so
had
ter
those
hatred
they
by
seriously.. He realized how valuable
To introduce thesa beans
shipped.
comto
the
an asset to him would be a reputation long regarded as enemies
in the east, the MacArthur Company
for the faithful performance of his; mon good.
This is done
are
Once more the old politicians came to selling' very cheap.
duty and in consequence he deserved
an out :ide
secure
farmers
the
help
ly earned the confidence and trust of to him and sought to get his vote.
for their
products. 'Vagon
PHONE 85 MAIN.
"Don't vote for this dangerous per- market
the people. The old politicians were in
a rage at his methods. He was ruin- son" they shouted. "He's not your Mound Pantagraph.
ing the game for them and they band- friend. He's trying to destroy the govNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ed together to head him off. By every ernment. He's' the tool of the vamof the Interior, T.T. S.
Department
FACTORY
WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
all
to
device
who
have
been
known
robbing you
politics they pires
crafty
v
Land
at
Office
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct.
SAWED WOOD
conspired to sidetrack him, but their these years."
CERR1LL05 LUMP
29, 1912.
to
asset
an
smiled
only
proved
workman
opposition
The
poor
broadly.
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Notice is hereby given that Georgo
their vigorous young enemy. The
"Don't vote for him," fumed the poli S. Tweedy, of
Santa Fe, X. M., who,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
more they showed their hostility the ticians. "He's really your enemy. Vote on
Home
19, 1908, made
February
more loyal became the millions of vot- for either of the other candidates, but stead
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
for NE
Entry No.
ers who had grown to trust and be- don't vote for this dangerous man."
SE
SE
Lots 2 and 4,
NE
lieve in their integrity of their chamThe poor workman laughed audibly. Section 3. TownshiD 16 N.. Ranee H
pion. They elected him from one of"So you think he's dangerous?" he E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
fice to another, and as fast as he made asked of the politicians.
Final
of intention to make three-yea- r
the politicians Proof, to establish claim to the land
good he was raised to a higher one
exlaimed
"Sure,"
LINE
STAGE
WOODY
until at last he gained the top.
and the Vampires in one breath. "He's above described, before Register or
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
The politicians in despair waved red a most dangerous person, and if any- Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa'
From
rags of warning and foamed In rage body knows, we surely ought to. Don't Fe, N. M., on the 11th day of Decern- La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS
ai they saw what a firm place the new vote for him, for you can't tell what ber, 1912.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South ruler had won in the hearts, of the such a man will do if he gets in pow- Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo, Samuel Failor,
people. In the meantime, the sturdy er."
II.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone
Wm. Thomas, Benito Romero, all of
laws
effect
into
executive
derisivegreat
roared
put
workman
The
poor
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of in
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Star.
Santa Fe, N. M.
the interest of the poor workman ly.
the north bound train and arrives at and for the first time in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regular Meals 25 cents.
"I know what he did when he was
many years
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Register.
the latter saw that he had' a friend in power," he said. "He was the best
Ten miles shorter than any other who was not forgetting him the
Short Orders at All Hours.
day friend I ever had in the White House
way. Good covered1 hacks and good after election.
and if you think I've forgotten that oi mnjxrLaruxan uxnjuuxrumnjuvruip
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams.
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
When the ruler's term was over, his in three short years you're terribly
French Noodle Order 10c. a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In popularity was boundless. Only the mistaken. He made
the kind of a
Maw York Chop Susy 60c. the surrounding towns. Wire Knbudo
old politicians and the vampire class president I like and if 1 were in doubt,
Station.
that had fattened on the poor work- the mere fact that all of you fellows
man were against him. He had lick- are so bitterly against him would
FOR YOUR
ed the plunderbund to a frazzle and it make me support him."
was down for the count for the first
Moral: The poor workman's memtime in a generation. He had them ory is longer than it used to be.

for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mjhe four Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagssto be had
in Purchasing a Coles.
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fifty-cen-

Saver

Holds Fire

Diapepsin."

EXTRA CAPS.

WHOLESALE

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
No indigestion, Gas or Sour
n ess After Taking 'Tape's

ERG OGERY CO.

30,

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

BY

WE HAVE THE
PINTS AND QUARTS

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL

FOR
SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove (or the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and Is known to be th most
servicable and economical ot all stoves.

Mica doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS

HARDWARE COMPANY.
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s

Phone

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Phone

It.

14.
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" BUT IT OF CRICHTON."

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal
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Ha

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

THE ROSARY

Paso' Bisbee Douglass and
PROM QAMTA PP
rlYUlH jAll I A IX all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
To

E1

TOMORROW
A new play to be produced in this

city at the Elks' theatre Thursday,

October 31st is "The Rosary." It has
had a successful three months' engagement in Chicago, and a two
months' engagement in each Boston
and New York.
It is from the pen of Edward E.
Rose and produced by the well known

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

SiliHiiiili

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All

GoidsatRp Prices"

J.

F & P. AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Mac-Vitt-

Save Your Orders
FOR

RHODES

For

at

The Novelty Shop,

Fruit Ladders, Step
Common Ladders,

Lad-der- s,

ing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. ..

Jr.

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309 San Francisco. Street

SANTA
Telephone 157 W.
All work guaranteed first

J.R

Lfl

DUCKS PLENTY.
Receiver R. H. Rims, James Satley,
V. H. Marsh of Las Cruces, were in
Columbus last week, and went across1

FE, N. M

the line for a shoot at the many ducks

etas.

on the lakes near Palomas. They
T. spent two days hunting and brought

theatrical managers, Messrs. W.
Gaskill and Karl . U. MacVitty. The
Play deals with conditions in the
American home of today. To prove
Work for the New Mexican. It la this, a typical American family is
working for you, for Santa Fe and shown. A young wife, a devoted hus-thJ
new state.
band, their friends and all the beauti

RHOADS

j

back with them more than a hundred
birds. They say there are thousands
of them over there and that the geese
have begun coming in. They expect
to return for another hunt in about
three weeks. Columbus Courier. (

wr

;
E

E

N

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Rooms With Bath,

....

and $2.00 Per

$1.50

Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is. something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

Doing
Let

Is Cater to Your Wants

FANCY
CAKES
The Fanciest and
Largest Line in Town
Sweet Cider.Grape Juice

Pineapple Juice
NUTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Edison's Dream Comes True
Everywhere in every town more
light lower cost indoors, outdoors, In
homes, office and factories, on streets,
trolleys, autos and boats. Every one
can now have the electric light. Thus
the fulfillment of Edison's dream is
made possible by the economy and
of the Edison
lasting endurance
Mazda Lamp. This lamp is made by
the General Electric company, the
largest electric manufacturers in the
world, and Is sold in this city by

f

S. G. BUFF
A

Number of

Thoroughbred

Cockerels

For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR

OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A.

PHONE

Wheelon
204

J

POP-COR-

t.

Iron-

104Galisteo Street

13 THE MOTTO OF

II. BLAIN,

Q

ful surroundings that wealth can se
cure.
Discord enters their home. No one
knows whence it came, but it gro
into suspicion and doubt; the household is rent and happiness is gone.
Then rises the other power, a higher
spiritual note which brings the discordant souls of the family back to
peace and happiness.
In some homes the cause has only
just begun; in others misery and sorrow are always at the door.
I have always believed that a play
dealing with the tremendous power of
our human thoughts was really needed
upon the stage. .Men and women rise
in the morning and go about their
work heedless of the fact that it is
their own attitude of mind that brings
them success or failure.
' That is what is shown
in " The
Rosary," a beautiful new play from
the pen of Edward E. Rose and produced by Messrs. Gaskill and
You can see the effect of
thought upon the different individuals.
One character is that of a business
man, happily married to a wife who
loves him. But his thought is wrong.
He harbors fear, doubt and unbelief!
in the good that lies all around him.
He loses all fortune, friends, home,
How
wife, even his own
does it all end? Go and see "The
Rosary."

L

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and m'ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

4

ASK FOR TICKETS

mod-home--a- nd

OTHING

j

13254-0572-

at the radiance of the
why all this light? To

FOW E3R

ante-electio- n

Wood

grandfather would

The

ern
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

DAWSON COAL

.KtfSffiiViE

Electricity plays a most impo-

rtant part.
be amazed

SAWED WOOD

n

g

""

MINCE MEAT

PUMPKIN

CANDIES
JHE

MODERN 6RDCERYC0.

A. B. GNAGEY & CO,
ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS
If you are now using electricity call
up 137 W. and have this company put
Edison Mazdas In the same sockets
and compare results.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct
10, 1912.

.

.

Notice Is hereby given that Pino
N. M., who on
5 Villanueva, of Galisteo, Homestead
En
luu.ruvuiruuuuvuviiAnAnriJvruun .Sept, 21st, 1907, made

Secfor SW
Range 9 E.,
filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
as witnesses: '
Claimant names
Estevan Enclnas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.

try

No.

12056-0483-

1-- 4,

tion

14, Township 13 N.,
N. M. P. .Meridian, has

An-tcn- io

j

-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

30, 1912.

land the supreme court followed the
ROOSEVELT ONLY ONCE
election returns Shnll we now follow
blind tradition in these days of dlfA PRESIDENTIAL GANDlDoHTE ',aferent
conditions, when no political

I!"

illll

10 KNOWS!

-

YOU WILL NEVER

clique can control only the voice of
of "Big effectively than any political party the people expressed In preferential
has controlled political machinery m primaries? If the people want to set
and the Bench," etc.
g A Business
It was in fact be- - aside a tradition, no longer without
would-bassassin lias declared the last 50 years. well-dr.n.-t
of
fore
the
political merit, they will do it; if they want to
days
that his bullet was directed against
parties. Tho question was threshed incorporate an amendment to the con-ou- t
Theodore Roosevelt's body because
in the constitutional convention, stitution prohibiting a third term,
no man who attempted to secure a and nowhere in the constitution
is they will do that, and nobody will
third-teras president was fit to there a orohibition igainst a thiK nuarrel with them. For thev can
live. His logic was as inenectuai as term
Gur constitutional
friends change their decision later if they
his bullet. But lie has done one good should rememier that the failure to see fit.
national
The democratic
thing. He has emphasized for this cam-- eXelude it was practically a declara-- : platform declares for but one presi-paig!
Roose-the question whether Col.
iu .lt lwlsl not dential term. We are In the dark as
Uonj if not lu favor
velt actually seeks a third term as aKajn6t.
to whether Governor Wilson accents
president, and if so whether he is
did not attach great
plank or not, for he has failed
Washington
tradiwaging war against the best
to the question. He refused to mention it.
portance
tions of the country. Col. Roosevelt a third term
But some one says that Col. Roosemerely because he was
succeeded to the presidency on the inn rlf1 ntlrl Rnilirht. the T'Pt vvhi'li ha velt expressly declared he would not
death of President McKlnley and for h d gQ we earne(,
Vmtmmr Mc. accept another term, and that by
f tins t1itut
nonr.t yolU' n
.....v alinnO(1 "(r Master, the historian, savs: "Xo changing his mind lie ia subject to
years he earned on his admin.stration BcrupleB about a tni,,, tmu trouble(1 thle charge of being inconsistent. Very
with a cabinet selected by Mr. Mc him in
tho least! He went back to well. Now, listen to the vacillating
Kinley and without the preparation private life solely because he was Washington. When Iim laid down his
u.c.i cv-tor nis onus or nis powc.es
of
Qf (he preliluVm.v .,,, becauBe commission as
ery successful candidate, between No-- , th(j Btate ()f the C0UMtrv
ot de. the continental army, he said time and
,
. ,,iu
vember and March, gives to so import- n
mJaimin omllv ami i.. w. itintr that he
fr)hol.
ant a task
fort." ThnmHH Jefferson inwiKturl ilinf! would not again serve in nnv mitilic
year, a candidate for the presidency L,
rnriHinreiiri.K in wliirh lm' office. Washinirion Irv'nir ouote him
but once, and then he was elected by might accept a third term. The
light: as saying formally in his farewell ad-- i
the largest majority every given a against Grant was a factional light be-- dress to congressnow fin- presidential candidate. He left the tween certain wings of the republican ished tne work a signed me, i retire
oflice the most popular citizen ot the party, and the third term was used as from the great theater of action, and 11
country.
an argument against (Irani to defeat bidding an affectionate farewell to
s
No sane man would contend that Conkling. The New York World
august, buy, under whoso orders
Col. Roosevelt could not have been re-- ! oreu t. leveiana lor a mini term; so I nave long acted,
liere oner my
nominated in 1908, and most likely did the New York Evening I'ost; and commission, ami take my leave of all
But he refused. Waving so did the New York Times.
the employments of public life."
aside every quibble as to whether he
We once had a tradition in this
Later in many letters, but particujhad actually come within the tradition country stronger than that against a larly in one to Co'. Henry Lee, in renat he
again'st a third term counting his third term. It was against entang- sponse to the suggestion
first three years in office as against ling foreign alliances and the ac- should allow his name to bo used in
himself and in favor of the tradition quirement of colonial possessions. the contest for the presidency, he
Roosevelt refused to run. Had he Washington
emphatically declared said: "Miht I not, alter the declarabeen personally ambitious, lie would against this. Yet the course of events tions I have made (and heaven knows
have accepted the renoinination. When compelled us to acquire Cuba, Porto they were made in the sincerity of my
the tradition against a third term be- Rico, and the Philippines, and the heart) in the judgment of an imparcame an unwritten law of the
supreme court of the 1'nited States tial world and of posterity, be chargetry, the president was elected by
held, as Mr. Dooley so aptly put. it, able with levity and inconsistency, if
which he could control more that the constitution followed the flag not with rashness and ambition."
(By
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Capital Tailor Suit or Overcoat
Until you compare them with those of a
'

ready-mad-
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clothing store.

1

am fully justified in claiming the Garments I turn out
I
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Better Shoes, because

our Shoes are so different from the usual
run of Women's Shoes
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NOTICE

2

SE

4

NE

N
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Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
on October 23, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and C
of Section 6, Township 16 N., Range
10 E., and on March 26, 1912, mad
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of
flee, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
22d day of November, 1912.'
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris-- ;
tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Callegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all ol
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

S

W
NE
NE
SE
NE l i,
NE
E
NE
NE
NE
SW
of Section 3,
NW
NE
SE
Township 21 N., Range 1 W., and the
SE
S
SE
SE
SW
of Section 34, Township
SW
SE
22 N., Range 1 W., New Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proof, to estab-
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PUBLICATION

1". 1912.

4

5278-01597-

N

FOR

NEW MEXICO

Department of the Interior, 17. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct

Department or the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
October 21. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, on
,
, 191., made Small Hold-SW
for
No.
ing Claim
NE

4

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
November 7th, 8th and 9th, 1912
For the above occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
will protect to Albuquerque and return
the tares shown below.

NWvT5rk Letter
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Ma-lon-

09058-10481-
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Forty-secon-

1

d

e

young woman with a fluffy-- iit3
a dyeing and cleaning
establishment, to see about getting
some gowns cleaned. The porter was
going over the rugs with a vacuum
cleaner. He started to make friends
with the poodle.
"Look out," said the girl, "Flossie
SERVILLETA, N. M
has fleas."
"I can fix that," said the porter.
"You hold her a minute."
The girl held the dog and the porwant ads.
New Mexican
ter ran the vacuum cvenar all over
bring returns.
Flossie's anatomy.
"Now," he said, "you have the dog
and we have the fleas."
A doctor over in Flatbush hired an
man to rake his lawn
Irish odd-joand sweep the walks. When he came
home he found his employe with a
slight case of hiccoughs, and the work
carelessly done.
"O'Rourke," he said, "I call this a
A

dog went into

bad job.

Look

at that

walk, all cov-

ered with gravel and dirt."
O'Rourke wiped his mouth with the
back of his hand, wavered slightly,
and responded, "Sure, doc, there's
many a bad job of yours covered with
gravel and dirt."

j

00557-1434-

e

j
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one-fourt- h

Pills,
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AZTEC, N. M
ANTONITO, COLO
CHAMA, N. M
DURANGO, COLO
EMBUDO, N. M....
ESPANOLA, N. M
FARMINGTON, N. M.
IGNACIO, COLO. ..,
LUMBERTON, N. M
MONERO, N. M. ...
OSIER, COLO
PAGOSA JUNCTION, COLO
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FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

always

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Torlbio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 2G, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
application. No.
1 and 2. Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- I
r
tion to make
proof, to estab-- I
lish claim to the land above described,
'before Register and .Receiver, TJ. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
or. the 8th day of November, 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Emllio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-- l
tmo Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
j

04732-1191-

five-yea-

"Size Up"

MANUEL R. OTER,

Register.

Sept. 11, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Andres

G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead application 04786, No. 11988, for S
NE
N
SE
Section 4,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es1-- 3

1--

2

tablish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.f on Nov.
16, 1912.

Co.,

Paso, Texas-

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

W. H. LONG, Sales Mgr.,
El

.Nov.
. Nov,

..Nov.
..Nov.

An expert Burroughs man
knows how to size up your
future needs in the way of
an adding machine and to
apply it to the requirements
of your accounting, sales,
advertising, shipping, or co"t
systems. He will fit these
needs so that, as the development of your system requires, the Burroughs will
be able to take up the new
requirements.
Some of our men have
studied the application
of
adding machines to figure
details for twelve or fifteen
years.
Their services are free for
the asking.

Box 702,

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

..Nov.

Your Needs

Burroughs

Fare

Dates of Sale

Prom

lish claim to the land above described,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Commissioner, at Cuba, New Mexico, on
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the 9th day of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Regiter
Ebudigen Gurule, of La Jara, Now
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Mexico; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
New York, Oct. 30. A woman of city courts as a "dangerous crank" if
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New sancnez, or jvenneay, isew Mexico, wealth, whose identity and address are the ruling of Chief Magistrate Kemp-ne- r
Mexico.
who, on MarcTi 5, 1909, made Home- in tha case of Miss Maude
carefuny guarded has advertised a
MANUEL K. OTERO,
stead Application No.
for reward of ?5,0oo for the return of cer-S- .
who interrupted Governor WilSW.
and Lot 3, Section 5, tain valuable plece8 of jewelry. And, son at a Brooklyn meeting is observRegister.
.
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
,...., ed. The magistrate said: "But let it
tha lpwp,. wllirh ..
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed Llnn(in
aro
be known to women of your peculiar
, nr thn
,
,.otrn,
final vW'Vyv,
Department of the Interior, V.
notice of intention to make
that temperament that we will not tolerate
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., proof to establish claim to the land tickets given up, it is threatened
the police of two cotitinents will be lawless methods and that fanatics of
Oct. 13, 1912.
X
either sex will be dealt with as Bevere- lCB'T0
P
I
upon the trail of an adventurer.
a
Notice is hereby giv en that Floren- T
magistrates,
cio Sanchez, of Kennedy,
U
01
is not clearly related. But the woman while rational propagan da for any
Ico, who, on August 24,' 1908, made December, 1912.
who is married and recognized in high proper cause will be as tree as the
Homestead Entry No.
B 1"2.S,W.1:4' 0tl5J?nd 6' !e.t!on Florencio
social
circles, is seeking especially to air."
S.
Noberto
Torres,
Saiichez,
a necklace containing sixty- 6, Township 13 North, Range 9 Easr,
recover
The eagerness of Michael Lanakis,
Julian . Garcia Hinolito Roibal ' all of
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
and two diamond rings. a
nine
Greek to save enough
pearls,
v.
Mpin
notice of intention to make threo- iu me biuij tuiu u. a
to pay tne rsRage oi nis sisier
MANITRT, R. OTERO.
Accoiuing
year Proof, to establish claim to .the
vate detective, the woman had spent to this country lias brought him his
Register.
land above described, before Register
with a party of women friends own deportation. He starved himself
Monday
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, ntj
at. the Hotel Astor. As it grew late mto insanity and steps were taken
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day
Department of the Interior, C. S. the party ended, and the woman left Saturday in West Orange, N. J., to,
of December, 1912.
street subway have him sent home. Lanakis arriv-icoLand Office at Santa Fe, New Meat-- for the
Claimant names as witnesses:
'station. The closeness of the subway ed in this country twenty-fivOct. 15, 1912.
days
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Notice is hereby given that Frutosc made her ill. A man who is describ- - ag0. Five days afterward he got a
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico, ed as being about 35 years old and job at $1.25 a clay in the Edison
Kennedy, New Mexico.
who, on May 20, 1908, made Home- - speaking with a pronounced French storage Battery company's
factory,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for NE, accent, offered his services to her. At He lived on twenty-fivcents a day
stead Entry No.
Register.
street station thr and banked $1. He lived lareely on
Section 22, Township 14 North, the Seventy-seconRange 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has couple left the subway and went to a scraps that fellow countrymen gave
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to make hotel to get some medicine for the him.
filed notice of intention
No. 09703.
final proof, to establish claim to woman.
of an estate vai- Heir t0
Department of the Interior, U. S the land abovo
described, berori Reg-- ;
rt
when the victim recovered con- t nB.haif miiiinn dollars, a man
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Sept.
ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at sciousness she found herself in West wno is said by tne police to be
24, 1912.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on th-- j 5th
street, her jewelry miss-- , ianl Arnola victor Koch, is a prisoner
E.
is
Notice
hereby given that
of December, 1912.
day
ing.
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
here, charged w ith attempted burg
Claimant names
as witnesses:
on April 20, 1S09, made Homestead
hat and coat boys and lary,, the result of his mania for e
Bootblacks,
Juan
S.
Noberto
Torres,
s
were much interested today citement. Koch was brought into
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 1 Julian Sanchez, Pablo
Garcia,
Sanchez, all of to learn that the supreme court of court after a battle in a saloou with
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N." M. P. Meridian, has Kennedy New Mexico.
he
To the magistrate
Iowa has decided that the tips given the police.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
filed notice of intention to make 3
to
may be legally retained would not admit his identity but ll.o
such
boys
Register.
year Proof, to establish claim to the
by the boys and that their employers police say he has twice served senland above described, before Register
away tences in jail for burglary.
It will not pay you to waste your may not take the gratuities
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
all the larger New
In
When the liner Minnehaha sailed
them.
from
out
time
ol
on
the 15th day
your legal form
writing
Fe, New Mexico,
attendroom
coat
from
the
hotels
York
Jersey City, Saturday it had on
when
can
you
get them already print
November, 1912. ,
ed at the New Mexican Prlnting ants are obliged to turn over all their board the highest priced stallion in
Claimant names as witnesses:
tips and u it is aiscoverea inai tney- the world. Rock Sand. The horse,
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser Company.
hold out" discharge immediately fol- which has been stabled at Lexington,
Mon
P.
Damasio
T.
Delgado,
ingo,
A want Ad. In tha New Mexican lows.
Ky., was recently purchased from Autcya, all o! Santa Fe, N. M.
sees more people In one day than you
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The militant suffragette will here gust Belmont, for $150,000 by a syndiRegister. can see in a month. Try one.
after be regarded by the New York cate of Paris turfmen.
01189-1030:!-

Shoe on

"Just-Righ- t"

GREGG & COLE, Props.
FOR PUBLICATION.

SERVICE

enable us to place a
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NOTICE
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PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and the smart new

m

coriiitJP
pma,' vsy"
THAT I LL

ct'HDE
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Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

I

an-wm-

--

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

'J

Tans.

THE CAMPAIGN IS CERTAINLY WARMING UP!

Tfiler citrus

$4.uu ana ss.uu

Come, see the handsome FALL MODELS,
there are new dull and
bright leathers, new
cloth top shoes, new
Velooze Shoes, Suedes

Nat. Bank

Next to

Side

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00,

4.

i
t
t

-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andrea
Garcia, Albino GonzaleB, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

TOMORROW WILL

A FIELDERS' NEED.
An infielder with a sure pair of
hands is the only kind of man who can
succeed in the big league. A quick
eye and good judgment in placing the

BRAND OF

UP-TO-DA-

to
Chicago, 111., Oct. 30 You've got
if you
some
nowadays
Bprit along
want to keep up with the procession
in the world of sports. It's a good
many years since I first felt justified
Hi affixing the title "Sporting Expert"
to my illustrious moniker and I've
had no trouble getting by in all classes
as a double distilled, post graduated,
I collided
regular guy ever since until
with this aviation brand of
hysterics. Call it sport if you want to,
and the gentle
but list
of
Niagara Falls
navigating
pastime
in a nail keg is child's play in comparison.
I've been lamping the game here in
Chicago for the past week or so and,
believe me, if this is sport give me a
nice cozy little corner in the violent
ward of some respectable dotty house
where I can make careful
tions of the real thing.
During the aviation disturbance
here the good citizens of Cook country
have been cruising about in an atmosphere densely impregnated with cylinder oil, monkey wrenches and fragments of disintegrated idiot and getting lame necks from looking up and
black and blue spots from bumping
into each other, and headaches from
wondering what it's all about.

any-ttyih- g

bridge-jumpin-

j

j

'

'

Ml

--

imw

vim---"---

Every day or so the papers have reSoof
how.. Aviator,
corded the details
and So had drilled 'a hole in the sur- face of a vacant Jot,, with the crown
of his head or been lost in the lake
or had mowed down a. window of the
simple minded populace in an unsuccessful effort to prove" himself a wizard of the sky.
All these stunts are said to be necessary in the interest of science and,
with a mental reservation, I'll stand
for that, but when you call it sport I'll
take the count The only real sporty
phase of the game that was developed
during the carnival was pulled off on
jabthe first day, when a
bering little French guy hopped off a
train, unlimbered a
breeze buggy, bored a long slit in the
ozone at the rate of 100 miles, an hour,,
copped all the bacon (including the
Gordon Bennett cup) and, with a smiling 'Adieu, messieurs!" beat it back
to that dear Paree to bawl us out because we didn't even try to defend the
trophy.
'

frog-eatin-

"When Gabriel toots the final blast
he will probably summon to the Pearly
n
Gates a fluttering few billions of
semi-huma-

flamingoes."
"The atmosphere densly impregn
ated with cylinder
oil,
monkey
wrenches and fragments of disintegra
ted idiot."

mitt for the hard grounders are absolute essentials. Missed grounders and
fumbles perhaps hurt more than
elae in close games. The .lad
who can be sure of coming up with
any" ball he can reaches the boy. who
holds the job. A man with, sure hands
is almost' certain to be an accurate
thrower, fdr he has confidence in getting hold of the ball and is not so worried about getting it away. Clever
hands are more or less of a gift.
Practice and lots of it is necessary for
any ball player, and especially for an
infielder, but practice will not make
every player accurate. The first thing
a clever scout looks for when observing, young infielder is how he gets
his hands on the ground balls and how
quickly and surely he comes up with
the ball. If he sees that the player
Is uncertain and ragged in this kind
of work he does not need to lane
another look at him. It makes no difference then if he has a whip like iron.
He misses too many ground balls to
ever be of any use as a crack infielder
The good arm is an essential, but the
hands come first.

'

-'

SNODGRASS TELLS ABOUT IT.
edrines:
Jules
Here's to you,
Los Angeles, CaL Oct. ;J0. Fred
You're a bird more ways than one and Snodgrass, center fielder of the New
if the flying game develops more York,, Giants, whose, muff of a fly ball
game little wasps like you, I may learn in the tenth inning of the last game
to view it as a sporting proposition aided the Boston Red Sox in winning
the world's championship, .arrived
after all.
H
The scientiiic snarps tell us' that here today to spend the winter:' He
the human race has evoluted from was accompanied by Art Shafer, utility
some highly organized brand of chim- infielder of the Giants. Snodgrass will
panzee, and I believe it because I've play with the Oxnard during: the
met a good many boobs in my time winter.
"I didn't seem to be able to hold the
who didn't seem to have made much
ball," he said. "It just dropped out
headway from some such source.
'
I can stand for that theory all right of the glove, and that was all there
as far as our start is concerned, but was to it." He said he was more
what I want to be wised up about is sorry on Mathewson's account than
our finish. After studying the flying his own. Charles Hall, the Red Sox
He
game here from every slant and angle pitcher, is expected tomorrow.'
I am about ready to agree with the will play with Ventura.
gent that comes forfirst
the
with
ward
dope that when Gabriel PROMINENT CLERGYMEN
TAKE COAST, TRIP.
toots the final blast he will probably
Denver, Colo., Oct.
summon to the Pearly Gates a flutterand
flam- John M. Farley, of New York,,
ing few billions of
of church 'dignitaries, left toparty
bo,
your
believe
me,
ingoesbut,
day for Salt Lake City, San FrancisUncle Dudley will take the good,
co and Los Angeles.
"golden stair" for his!
"

high-browe- d

semi-huma-

n

JOHAN JOHNSON.
Looks Like They've Found a Real
-- 'White
Up In Spokane,
Hope"
l.Wash. Name's Johnson, Too.
HOW JOHAN SIZES UP.
Here are the measurements of

(BY TOM O'ROURKE)

Jo-ha- n

!

wil1

rUI DttCOIinlinnll
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SKIRTERS GET
UIOLENT AND
KILL A COP

tLQSED

AND

LIPS

dent Sherman that there had been no.,i
particular change iu his condition and
adding that "there is no favorable
symptom whatever."
bulletin on
The afternoon
Sherman's condition says
there is no favorable condition whatever. The attending physician holds
December 9.
The sentence was pronounced by out no hope, but says it is impossible
'
to determine when the end will come.
Justice Goff.
At 2:30 o'clock a report came from
Becker's execution will be stayed,
however, by a notice of appeal from Mr.' Sherman's bedside that his conthe verdict of the jury, soon to be dition was still most critical and no
filed by his counsel, which may take hope was held out by Dr. Peck. His
a year. to determine.
kidneys were still acting and lire was
He was at once aenverea into tne sustained apparently by tne' patient's
custody of Sheriff Harburger who left igreat natural vigor.
At 2:15 o'clock' Dr. Peck stated that
with him to take a train to Sing Sing
prison, where the convicted man will there probably would be no change in
be confined until his fate is determin- Mr. Sherman's condition in from six
ed. Mrs. Becker had a short talk to twelve hours.
with Becker in the sheriff's quarters ; Utica, N. Y., Oct. 30. (3:45 p. m.)
at the criminal courts building before s There is no change in
Becker was taken before the' court. Sherman's condition. He remains in
With Becker were his brothers, Jqhn La stupor and is; slowly sinking.
B. Becker and Jackson Beckfittp&d
New Yurk, Oct. 30. No- plans have
Father Curry, of St, James church. been- - formulated at republican na
All sought to cheer the" condemned tional headquarters
for procedure
.
man. .r .
for 'with d tewarise
should
j
necessity
When Becker was brought hi to' ing j.Vice- President ..Sherman's dame
court he walked slowly 'to the bar and", from the national ticket.
catching the eye ot acquaintances
.A message was received here this
among the newspaper men,' nodded to' afternoon by Mrs. Sherman from Pressmile.
faint
them with a
ident Taft, as follows:
"Charles Becker, have you any legal
"Mrs.. Taft and I have been greatly
t;
cause to show, why judgment of death' shocked
and distressed to heaT of the
Cagaihst
should not be pronounced
illness of the
present
you?" asked the clerk.
and I send you this message of symBecker opened his mouth as if to pathy with the earnest "hope that the
speak, but before he could reply John symptoms may become more favorW. Hart, his attorney of record, rose able and that your dear husband may
to make the usual motions to set aside be restored to his friends and this
the verdict and to arrest judgment.
country."
Justice Goff denied the motions and
Dr. Peck stated at 3:15 p. m. that
sentence.
the
then pronounced
it was now a "matter of hours."
Becker heard himself condemned
When Dr. Peck left Mr. Sherman's
without any show of emotion other house at 4:30 o'clock he. stated that
than the closing of his eyes airoh Ws "patient was in a completely
ccmpression of his lips.
comatose condition. He then. expressRED PHIL ESCAPES DEATH.
ed the opinion that i: Mr. Sherman
Phil" would not
30. "Red
New York, Oct.
die before midnight and
Davidson, slayer of "Big Jack" ZeM saiji he might live until tomorrow.

i

Vice-Presile-

Vice-Preside-
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TURKISH COMMANDER IS
COMPELLED TO SHOOT
SOLDIERS WITH PISTOL.

dct.i 'io?44tJie!"21 knots on her speed trials. Both the
the dreadnoughts Utah ana ivortn jjaKoiu
York,
New
sea
world's
fighters, exceeded this, making 21.04 and 2l.m
greatest of the
York knots respectively.
New
was launched today at the
.mo
i
w i nruuoiK'P
The estimated cost of the New York
l.l . m
j....
navy yaru, diuumju,
cnmnletion is S10.000.000. The cost
at
President
cf 40,000 persons, including
the hull and machinery alone was
of
navy-iMisTaft and the secretary of the
will consist
Elsie Calder, daughter of Rep- $0,400,000. Her armament
the largest, e,yer
ten
guns,
of
of
M.
Calder,
William
resentative
placed on a battleship in the world.
Brooklyn, christened the ship.
The Texas also is being armed with
little
was
vi ma
by
assisted
(balder
guns, and the Oklahoma and
Miss Kathleen Fitzgerald, daughter of
the latest dreadnoughts
the
Nevada,
Representative Fitzgerald, as flower ordered, will carry guns of equal size.
girlThe minor armament of the New York
President Taft sat with Secretary will be made up of twenty-on.Meyer, Governor Dix, Real Admiral rapid fire guns,; four 3 pounders for
Osterhaus, J. P. Morgan and others saluting, and four
submerged
on a platform just after the starboard torpedo tubes. In addition, there will
field rifles. Sixty-thre- e
;of the dreadnought.
be four
The New York is government built officers and 1009 men will man her.
and has been under construction since
The vessel's armor protection conSeptember 11, 1911. She slid from the sists of
plate to her water belt,
ways about 40 per cent completed. It and above the belt and extending to
is estimated that another year and the main deck,
plate; Extending'
a half will be required before she is from the funnels to the turrets h
ready for her trials and can take her place will be used. On the gun houses
armor will protect the most
place with the Texas, now under construction at Newport News, at the exposed places, and
plate, will
head of the American navy. .,
shield other parts.
From the time the New York's keel
The New York was authorized by
was laid until the great huy was water act of congress on June 24, 1910.
Calder and Congressman
borne a rifle more; than thirteen
months elapsed. This demonstrates, Fitzgerald led in the fight to haVe the
according to the navy authorities that vessel built by the government;, at the
the government at its own ship yards Brooklyn navy yard in preference to
is capable of placing a dreadnought in having' the contract let to a private
commission as rapidly as, any; ottyer ship wgrd. Other battleships built at
nation. Had the demand for the ves- the Brooklyn navy yard were the
sel been imperative, it is said at the Maine, which was blown' up in; the
Brooklyn- navy yard, this time might Havana harbor; the Connecticut, Rear
have been reduced a month, probably Admiral Osterhaus' flag ship at a recent mobilization, and the Florida of
two months.
With all stores and ammunition the dreadnought class.
To give the name New York to the
aboard the New York ;will have a
total displacement of 2(5,367 tons, latest and, with the Texas, the most
which is about 1,000 tons more than powerful battleships of the United
the dreadnought Arkansas, the; pride, States navy, the cruiser that bore the
of the Atlantic fleet at its recent mob- flag of Admiral Sampson at the batilization in the Hudson river.,, Her tle of Santiago hart to be deprived of
length is 573 feet, and her breadth that title.
Before .the New York and the Texas
95.25 feet. This will permit her paswithin the
sage through the Panama canal. She are ready for commission
'
will be equipped with two; verbal next year and a half, other nations
triple expansion engines "and with will have launched greater vessels,
fcurteen boilers developing ; 2t,10U but for the present the United Slates
horse power. With this power, it is takes front rank in the race for naval
estimated, the great ship will make supremacy.

erable loss on the Bulgarian force,
compelling it to retreat. The Bulgarians dispersed to Kemalekuei and
Seraikeul."
Another telegram received here today from Nazim Pasha dated last
night says that the Turkish offensive
operations in the direction of ' Viza
were forced to retire and the Bulgarian! division operating on the front had
to fall back in disorder.
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(Continued from page one).
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in. There was some class to that
fight. The "joint"'. wds wrecked. The
department' , floored Johan
police
about the 15th round and, contrary to
the rules, leaped upon him as one
man. Considerable" difficulty was experienced in getting the cuffs on Johan because of the' rapid rotating of
both arms and legs and because it
was some time before, a pair of cuffs
large enough to fit wera produced. In
the patrol they sat upon bis form col-

d

half-doze- n

lectively.

Today Johan is meek, the effect of
the John Barleycorn having subsided.
''ewil-dereUpon his face i3 the look of 'i
child also a pair of black eyes.
When he was taken in'.o the area way
to have his photo snapped all the
available policemen stood grimly
about, clubs in hand. But Johan does
not want to fight today. He wants to
rat up a little before bis next battle.
d

n

blue-coat-

,

IDMMER SIOH

j
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j

New

Mexican

bring returns.

want

ads.

always

DISEASES

the enfeebled system readily
accepts any disease Nature's
resistant force is depleted

1

Scott 's Emulsion is
needed. Its highly concentrated nourishment is im- .mediately distributed to every

Hand

organ.

With Scott's Emulsion
repairs waste, con
structs he63fhy tissue and
nature

blood.
vachve,
Scott'
Emulsion
Nothing equal
t
in conoaieiente.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

WILLIAM FARAH

U-8-2

EMIL AUGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or. Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles!

A Ulass of
A

,

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC

riflAD
WIVinJ
2W

255 San Francisco St. Phone
Unrinir the snmmM- - tribst Dersons are annoyed with pimples, boils,
wiiiie others suffer more severely' with Ec
A perfects
zema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease
icsfa no tntur as the blood is normal, but when it be-- 4
i;t;n .f fi.a
comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive proper4 Horsepower
ties is greatly lessened and it becomes a sharp,, acrid fluid which diseases
PRICE, $165.00
instead Ol preserving me natural ueaiui uuu lcaluic
The eruptions may be glossed
of the skin.
With Imported Magneto.
Motorcycle wit bout a donbt with trouble
over and injlanimation reduced by the application
left at tbe factory.
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc.," but no skin affecin
cured
this
way;
tion can ever be permanently
skin. S. S. S.
only pure blood can ofmake healthy
cures Skin Diseases
every kind by neutralizing
blood.
the acids and removing the humors from thenormal
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its
and adds to
strength, increases its nutritive powers
ta nnritv in everv wav. Then the skin instead of
is" nourished and healed
Twins' irritated with acid humors and impurities,
Skin Diseases aad any
on
Book
blood.
of
LIGHT SILENT A3D BELMBLK.
pure
rich,
by a plentiful supply
medical advice free.
PASH 'BRGS , Acts.. Santa Fe
JQ SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, A TLANTA, CA.
cL-i- o

person trying to locate Mrs. Britton.
"I made numerous calls via tele-- i
phone for Mrs. Britton at her hotel
and at the offices of her lawyers
during the day trying to arrange an
appointment," said Kinsella, "but I
could not reach her. I am going back
to Springfield Saturday, and I will see
if I can open negotiations with Mrs.
'
Britton in a few days. If I can, then
I will be back to St. Louis within a
few days."
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Broke stout billiard table while
juggling it.
Cast heavy stove through side of local edifice.
Licked, collectively and individually,- approximately 16 lumber jacks and
bartenders.
Licked three policemen and badly
damaged six others.
The telephone bell at police headquarters tinkled.
"For heaven's sake send the police
department up here. There's a man
juggling one of my billiard tables and
it is nearly a wreck now," came
over the wire.
"Men, I want volunteers single
captain
men," spoke the stern-facein a grim voice. "The enemy I recog
nize as our friend Johan."
Forth stepped an even
men, their step unfaltering and the
light of battle in their eyes. Each
and every one had heard the dread
name of Johan, but they were a game
bunch of cops.
Johan opened hostilities by hurling
the remains of the billiard table ai
the enemy. This he followed with a
stove which,, being
large sheet-irotore out th3
ducked by
front end of the place, and the
single all, aad with the aforesaid light of battle undimmed. closed

f4

:.

New York, Oct. . 3ft- Charles .Beck- er, the former police lieutenant con
victed of procuring the murder of the
gambler, Herman Rosenthal, was today sentenced to die in the electric
chair at Sing Sing during the week of

.,

Little Falls, X. C, Oct. MO. Michael
Haley, of th.a city, a special policeman, was shot, and Detective John
Kennedy of Albany, was stabbed early-todaduring a riot In front of the
Phoenix mill. Trouble started when
Chief Long attempted to break up
the massed picketing at the null
entrance. Le argued with one of the
strikers.. A crowd soon gathered and
special policemen surrounded him.
Clubs soon were flying in all directions. The women strikers were in
the front of the pickets.
Kennedy was stabbed from behind
at. he was going through the crowd
to help Chief Long. He says a woman
used a kniU: on him. He was slashed
iu the ear and neck. Michael Haley
the
was shot as he went through
The police claim they have
crowd.
the man 'who fired the shot.

n-

(Continued from page one).
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DEATH IS BUT QUESTION
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USUAL

14-in-

in two.

han his release in writing?" was put
to Mrs. Britton.
"I don't think so," answered Mrs.
Britton.
If Bresnahan did not secure his release in writing, black and white, then
the club officials overlooked an important point, and in reality Bresnahan
has not been released by the Cardinals.
To make sure that he was sincere
in his offer to rent the. Cardinals for
1913 and. pay Mrs. Britton
$100,000,
Richard ICinsella repeated the offer
Friday afternoon, and he was a busy

TENCE

short-circui-

SEN-

s

SV in.
Wrist
The Viking weighs nearly 300
pounds and is active as a cat.
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 30. If Jack
Johnson ever wins clear of the legal
entanglements which at present en- mesh him, it sure is to hop from the
Into the fire if he ever!
frying-paroams this way. The fire's name is
Johan Johnson, erstwhile occupant of
cell in the city bastile.
an extra-securHere are a few just a few of the
performances of Mr. Johnson since he
made the active acquaintance of the
police department recently:
Overturned a large and cumbersome
safe.
Tore one door from its hinges.
Bit heavy gold plaited watch chain

wail-ingl-

RECEIVES

POUCE LIEUTENANT

g

fc
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20 in.

...

MURDER
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not alter this decision- - 1 did not
Mn Bresnanan uPn the spur ol
drop
FAD DDCCMAMUAM a moment.
I thought this matter over
very carefully, considered the future
success of myself and the ball club be- (BY SID C. KEENER.)
A petition being signed by the fans fore 1 reached the final decision, and
of St. Louis to urge Mrs. Helena I know I reached the proper course in
Hathaway Robison Britton to rein-- ; staling that Mr. Eresuttliaii .' was
state Rogers Bresnahan as manager of through with the Cardinals."
the Cardinals will be ignored by the
''But, Mrs. Britton, don't you think
the people of St. Louis should be con- lady magnatess.
"Under no consideration will I ever! sidered in this case? Surely the fans
reinstate Mr. Bresnahan," Mrs Britton wouldn't start this petition if they
says. "He was informed by Mr. Jones didn't want him to get back with the
that he was dismissed, and I will club," was queried.
stand by this. The fans of St. Louis
"I always tried to play to the base-canot make me change my view, and ball fans, but this is one instance
it is absolutely useless for them to: where I have decided that I must be
ask me to reinstate Mr. Bresnahan."
the judge. Mr. Bresnahan never will
Mrs. Britton was informed of the be manager of the Cardinals again,
petition plan, of the thousands .' and Some one else will be named shortly
thousands of baseball followers who to take his place, and I'm positive
were dumfounded when the news came that this change will be for the better
out that Roger was ousted,"1 and that 'of the club."
"Is that true. Mrs. Britton, that you
they wanted Bresnahan put in charge
with a writ-- !
again.
j did not serve Bresnahan
"If a petition is presented to you ten notice cf his release?"
"Mr. Jones told M. Bresnahan of
with, say 50,000 names on to, would
you make Roger Bresnahan manager the conditions and that the club de-- j
cided to release him . as manager." j
of the Cardinals again?" was asked.
"You see, it would "be up to Mr.)
"Xo," was the reply.
'
"Suppose the list of names reaches Jones to give the release, and I had
100,000, or maybe 200,000, what then?" nothing to do with that, Mr. Jones
"I tell you that Mr. Bresnahan has ' being president."
"Then did Mr. Jones hand Bresna- teen dismissed, and a million names

THE FANS ASK

Neck

28 in.
12
in.

BECKER FOR

'

New York,'

as compared with Dan Phelan,
biggest of the Spokane force:
Phelan.
Johan.
G
ft. 1 in.
6 ft. 4 in
Height
17 in.
26 in.
Biceps
54 in.
64 in.
Chest

TOM O'ROURKE.
out my opinion. The lad is only 23,
and has been actually fighting but 18
months. In another year he will have
reached his prime, but he is of such
magnificent caliber that it will be
many years before his star is dimmed,
according to my deductions all this,
of course, providing' he continues to
live a clean life.
It will always be a source of regret
to me that Palzer could not meet
Johnson. Such a battle would convince the most skeptical, beyond the
shred of a doubt, that Palzer was
Johnson's superior.
I am confident that within a year
Palzer by his showing against other
heavyweights, will demonstrate quite
as well that he is the greatest fighting
machine history has yet seen not
only the champion battler of now, but
of all other time.
New York, October 30, 1912.

merry-makin-

'

'AL PALZER. NEW CHAMPION. IS GREATEST TAKES WHOLE POLICE FORCE
TO HANDLE GIANT VIKING
HEAVYWEIGHT OF ALL
TOM

Famous Ring Promoter and Now Manager of Al Palzer.
Al Palzer is rushing up the pugilistic horizon today, as the real and only
successor to Jack Johnson. He Is a
physical marvel and needs only a little
more experience to round into the
greatest fighting machine the world
has ever seen.
I long tried to get a match for Pal
zer with Johnson, but the negro al
ways evaded it. Now, in view of the
notoriety attached to Johnson, I"do
not expect any club would stage him.
I shall not claim the title for Pal
zer (as I suppose a lot of pugilists
and their managers will do), but I will
match him against all of the best men
in the world in the elimination battles
and I know Al will come home the
winner.
I have handled scores of fighters in
my time, but none of ihem have had
all the qualities Palzer possesses. His
240 pounds of bone and muscle are
well distributed over his six feet three
inches of frame. He has a punch even
more powerful than a mule's kick and
he can stand up under punishment,
and comes back stronger than any
man that ever stepped inside the
ropes.
This is evidenced by the history of
Palzer's 10 last fights. He won every
one of them eight by knockouts! He
was pitted against some of the leaders of the "white hope" class, too.
Palzer's defense is almost impregn
able and the few weak spots in his
armor will soon be covered up. A little more practice and experience will
turn the trick beautifully.
When I discovered Palzer I felt at
once that he had a wonderful future.
Events happening since have borne

Tomorrow will be the feast of
youngsters, fond of trolic. It is called
"Hallow'een" or Halloweven or All
Hallows names given to October 31,
the vigil of the feast of all saints. In
Roman Catholic countries the feast is
rather a solemn one for it is the occasion for visiting cemeteries and laying flowers on the graves of friends
and relatives. But in Great Britain
and in the United States the night is
and divingiven over to
ation of the future.
It is generally the occasion for card
parties, dances and entertainments: In
many cities the youth of the land play
door-bel- l
tricks, "spooks" 'andv some
times do damaua to property when the
police are not on the alert. In recent
years, howe'vc, the offenders have
met with sue reproof in the courts
that they have ,ound it better to conto harmless
fine their
jckes.
The big social affair tomorrow night
will be "The i.osary" a play at the
Elks' theatre, while tonight the Elks
will hold their Hallow'een party in
the form of a d.:nce and cards at the
Elks new home.
In the various schools, colleges and
convents, the day will be fittingly observed. Out at the New Mexico School
for the Deaf, the pupils will "have a
big time with cards, games and ghost
and witch parties. The deaf mutes
enjoy hugely these affairs, their bright
l.eyes speaking eloquently their de
light when the calendar brings around
Hallow'een.

30, 1912.

the gang leader, will escape the electric chair. At the opening of his
trial today he withdrew his former
plea of not guilty and entered a plea
of guilty to second degree murder.
The penalty may be life imprisonment.
FIRE CLOSES MINES.
Tonopah, Nev., Oct. 30. All mines
and mills in this district were closed
down today by a 5O,0CO fire which
burned out a
of the California Power company, shutting off
all power. The fire started from a
t
transformer.
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LADIES !

HE

LADIES!

DESTROYEI

EVIDENCE

You Will Find

IN

Correct

LADIES' SUITINGS and DRESS GOODS
EVER SHOWN IN SANTA FE.

MILLINERY

e

I

,

FINE ENGLISH WHIP CORDS

Man Tailored!

FOR ONE WEEK
SPECIAL SALE of the latest
Misses' and Chil
dren's Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
We have purchased from the
WATCH AND WAIT best
tailoring establishment in
New York City a large
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUITS
consignment of . .
in Whip Cord and Serges. They should be here next week.
Keep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
will pay you. We are going to turn them quick.

I Coats $20.00 up J

FACE COATINGS

many new shades and styles.
one-pric-

JULIUS H. GERDES j

$25.00 ud I

in colors to work up with anything.

strictly swell

Blankets from $ .75 to $9.00 a pair
Comforters from $1.75 to $15.00 each

i

AND THE TWO TONE TWILLS

And above all the

In Wool, Half Wool and Down

"

I

In

Our line of Blankets and Comforters include
Every Design and Grade

In

th-ai-

Let us show you the beautiful Broadcloth Suitings in the
new colors. You will find them pleasing,
and they work up handsomely.

n

e

!

DRESSES FOR AFTERNOON and EVENING

WEAR
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Blankets

the

Styles
J. M. Luna, county clerk o Valencia '
county, Is in the city today and was
a caller on Colonel Jacobo Chavez, su-- '
AT
perintendent of insurance, at the capi- - j
tol. Mr. Luna said that Valencia coun
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
ty is forging aheau ana nas completed
the school house and work now is be- ATTORNEY ADMITS ON STAND THAT
125 Palace Ave.
ing rushed on Lie court house.
HE BURNED
BOOK
CONTAINING
Mr. and Mrs., J. M. Ortiz,
sen, and Miss Ethel Blot arrived from
"in
in ii ;ii.: ii a: jh. ife
M'NAMARA
ACCOUNTS TO
HELP
El Paso Saturday to reside in Santa
Fe. Mr. Ortiz was employed for the
STR1TCTLY
HIS CLIENT
piist nine years in the Hughes-Bin'
Printing company of El Paso
Mrs. Klins Clark. vif nf tho wpII
Indiananolis. Ind.. Oct. ::n
,.o f
known merchant and postmaster at Rappaport, an attorney, who received S
GARMENTS
g
Alcalde, and a frequent visitor to i 111,000 as a fee of the McXamara de- - j Made to Your
Measure
Santa Fe, is in the city for a fewllense fund, raised by the American g
Federation of Labor, was asked in a m
1
days.
FOR LADIES
Mr.' and Mrs. John Zook returned "dynamite
conspiracy" trial today H
last night from a month's tour of the whether he had 'destroyed evidence B
east and middle west. Mr. Zook says after John J. McNamura had been in- the weather has been so warm in the dieted in Los Angeles. Rappaport tes
east that fall business has been pros- - tified that he went to Los Angeles six
guaranteed Lining.
trated, but the weather made baBebali days after McNamara's? arrest in In- - B
all the more interesting.
Cuslomers Send for
aianapolis and took with him a check
Samples and New Measurement
George W. Armijo, one of the presi-- book and a bank book, that he talked
1
dential electors nominated by the pro-- , with McXamara in the county jail
Blanks, Box V 2.
about
the
book
check
reand
on
that
busi-is
Duke
in
the
on
City
giessives,
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO. S
ness.
turning to Indianapolis lie destroyed
Attorney A. B. Renehan has gone to the book.
East Side Plaza.
S
It was tne private account of J. J.
Albuquerque on legal business,
"iir wrmrwm iim;
W. D. Shea, passenger agent of the McXamara, which the government Hii
disbursements for
D. & R. G., has returned from the charges Bhowed
Duke City.
dynamiting purposes ..made by McSchool of Dancing & Deportment f
B. S. Phillips, the well known lum- Namara out of the fioiin a month al
Mrs.
him
Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall I
as
lowed
!
of
Inter-the
secretary
berman, is here from Velarde.
of Bridge' and
Charles S. Rawles is back freni,ft"ational Association
Children' CJass begins Sat. Oct. 36. n ra.
High School Matinee Sat. Oct. 26, 4 u.'m
Structural Iron ' Workers. RarmaDort
'.v
mountain trio.
CJhsk. Friday. Nov. 1st. t.ifi n m
ne rememberfd seeing Ortie'E. c AUult
sald
Prof. Kimball, iithority': pw meteor-Assembly, Fntiiiy, Nov 1st. iuo ii:o p. m
5 Private Lessons. K:i.tuhunimr
name
the
ItUfcUl,
aiming
viiif, jp,r,i,..
ology, has gone toi'the peaks to make McManigal's
.
celled checks.
he threw the hook
Forest Ranger M. A. Gregory is in1 Rappaport-saiuuo a wa.ste DasKet. When objection his stock was held :n trust for
the city on forestry business.
otinrn,
was made to his explaining further was not
bupervisor Thomas Stewart of the
satisfactory and recommend-PecoS torest arrived In the city yester-- : Judge A. B. Anderson said:
fd that Tufts be compelled to divide
"It calls for an explanation. You evenly with Hollingsworth.
day- One claim set forth by Tufts was
Daniel Blume, for 20 years a sales-- eay you destroyed evidence when
man traveling out of St. Louis, is back you Knew McNamara was under in that the property first explored, failed
in Santa Fe for a day or two. He dictment and that you did it under of production and that lollings worth's
says that despite the approaching nis instructions? You knew McMani money was expended on a proposition
which had failed, and that the proper- presidential election business seems gal had confessed?"
"Yes, it commonly was reported that ty which
good and he has not been able to find
proved productive was
any signs of "depression" so common McManigal had confessed, but it was financed without any of his former
not known then that either of the
friend's money.
in former years.
were indicted.
Mrs. T. J. Sawyer is here from Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Hull, who have been
GRAFT FOUND
U. S. BALLOON
visiting Judge and Mrs. William H.
IN COMMISSARY
IS WINNER OF
Pope, went to Albuquerque today.
evento
return tomorrow
OF THE NAVY
They expect
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.
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CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

WANTED

1

Business

have a purchaser for such'a tract
price. List with

1

Your Patronage Solicited
6.

LAUGHLIN,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier-

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

-

t.

j

MONEY TO LOAN
ON FIRST CLASS REAL ESTATE
--

Fire, Life, Accident and Plate Glass. Insurance.

SURETY BONDS.

O.C.WATSON &CO.
Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St.,

:

Santa Fe, New Mexico

:

MMW4MMMMMUbUAU
MMMMMHV

MBWi

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNER Al DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

JOSEPH

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

N. Al.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 30. A sysTHE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
tem of graft in the commissary decoast where they have been spending
partment of the navy, which may
their honeymoon. They leave in the
reach every ship in the Atlantic has
Are Showing This Week
morning for their home in Taos.
been revealed by a secret Investiga
Miss Hazel Piatt, sister of Mrs. WilA Complete Line of
tion. Hear Admiral Osterhaua today
liam F. Broean. Mrs. j. Bernard Wood.
to the navy department that
reported
Mrs. Porterfield and Miss Trix Piatt,
the investigation has resulted in the
i? in Santa he and will spend the
confession of G. T. Davis, chief comwinter visiting her relatives here.
missary steward of the battleship
Her home is in St. Louis, Mo.
Louisiana.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, of
Admiral Osterhaus' report is very
the New Mexico national guard, has
brief and contains no details further
returned from Texas, where he went
than that Davis in his confession has
on business.
Implicated the stewards of the ships
Miguel A. Otero, Jr., is in Albuquerof the fleet at least six and several
que attending the wedding of Miss
contractors.
Perea, of Albuquerque, to Chferles
The Investigation, which has been
Eckert, of this city.
Hint nf
TPranrh linllnm, TH
under way for several days before
UNDERTAKING A
Colonel George W. Prichard has
Maurice Bienaime, 'which formal court of inquiry, has been conturned from a campaign tour of ianded by
110
at
miles ducted with the utmost secrecy.
yesterday
Ryazan,
BuumeaBierii .New .nexico.
southwest of Moscow, having covered! It is said that after Davis
had been
uiuu,u ure.u
ia distance of 1,354 m les. five fur- suspected ot
i
illegal transactions in
v,
.
riouiDaienine for the democrats.
.;,
lnnc ' hDnti
Kite pLVVJJgUB
ltfUUlU Ol jtlie handling of
government supplies,
!J,zn mues neia by Emile Dubonnet Captain Welles of the battleship
laid
France.
iof
WHITE SLAVERS INDICTED.
a trap in which, officials say, Davis X The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
J ne
balloon
English
30.
Oct.
Honeymoon,
Six
indictments
Chicago.
was caught. Captain Welles arrested
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
y Jean De Francia, landed
charging violation of the federal PiIotcd
Davis and preferred charges against m LINE of
at
Brisse,"white slave" statute, none of them, yesterday
Hungary.
Kansas Citv. Mn
hnt 'in tv.-- . him to Admiral Osterhaus. The in- - !!
however, iiivolving pugilist
Jack Kansas
City Aero Club, whose entry ve8tiSaflon b' t"e court developed not
Johnson, were returned by the federal
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
in the Gordon Bennett Cup race, the'i onIy the char8es against Davis but
grand jury today. Immediately afteris said to be a system of illegal
we carry two desirable patterns, the
traveled'
Uncle
so
tiiJwhat
Sam,
has
far
ward the inquisitors summoned Lu- DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
clle Cameron, whose relations w!tli greatest distance of any of the bags, deaIings by commissary stewards on
Johnson brought him to the attention l?day teIeSrPhed Secretary of State many other sniPs
San Frncisco
of the government officials, to fulfill,
asKlns nim to.request the gov- '
Reliable Jeweler
Stuet.
her promise to tell many more de-- ernments of Norway, Sweden
and
WARSHIP TO SAN DOMINGO.
to
Dcnmark
start
a
search for the
tails of her association with the nog-- !
balloon Duesseldorf, piloted by John
ro.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 30. Increaswatts a
Citv man. Failure
ing disorder in San Domingo and des- to receive Kansas
any reDorts of Wutta nr
'his aide is causing local members of perate street fighting in the outskirts
of Puerto Plata, jeopardizing Amerithe club
worry,
H. S. KAUNE
can lives and property, caused the
CO. A later much
dispatch from H. E. Honeywell, pilot of the Uncle Sam, showed navy department today to order the
that he landed at Ryeschiza, 50 miles immediate despatch of two warships,
to
Where Prices
the northeast of Danaburg, in the the cruiser Baltimore and the tender
Lowest
to Dominican waters.
Russian
province of Vitebsk. The dis- Yankton,
for Safe Quality.
The Yankton will said from
tance thus traversed by the Uncle
he
Sam falls considerably short of that New York navy yard today and the
accomplished by the French balloon Baltimore from the Philadelphia navy
Picardie.
yard Friday noon. They should arrive
GASKILL and Mac VITTY
in Dominican waters by the middle of
OFFERS
next week, reinforcing the Prairie
A
OF HUMAN INTEREST
GRUBSTAKE
NEW
PRODUCTION
WAS
with her "00 marines.
Do Not Overlook the
Berlin, Oct. 30. The American
Uncle Sam, piloted by H. E. Hon
eywell, in the Gordon Bennett cup
race, landed at half past six this evening at Zapadnaya, on the Dvina river,
.Russia, between 400 and 300 miles
to the northeast
of Moscow, thus
beating the record established by the
French balloon Picardjp.
The French baHooit,earn, piloted
by G. Blanchet, landed nt Lublin, Rus
sia. The aeronaut, was arrested by
'
the police.
.y
There is no indication of the whereabouts of the Duesseldorf which in
any case has been barred by the
from taking a prize. The best
second record made in the race is

Parlor Suits, Sofas and

Rocking1 Chairs.;
Everything in the Furniture Line

coni-mitte- e

SPECIALTY.
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"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

i

,

H. C. YONTZ,

ELK'S THEATRE

are

Thuisday, October 31st
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QUALITY!
Quality

Just as

well as quantity, the quality
of every article sold by us must be

(Inc.)

FORGOTTEN WHEN

WINE WAS FOUND

J

n

Mrs

right and our guarantee goes with
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct.
every purchase. If not Vight, let us
million dollars of the capital
know and you get your money "back.
stock of the Grand Union Mining company, of New York and Mexico, will be
awarded to Dr. J. G. Hollingsworth,
Do
in his suit aaginst Edward Tufts whom
Hollingsworth claimed to have grubNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
staked several years ago, if the recommendations of referee O. E. Collins
Fire, Life, Accident,
made to the district court here yesterYou
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
day, are carried out.
The suit has been tried in New
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Pest
York, in Kansas City and twice tried
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
4
in Colorado. Hollingsworth and Tufts
REAL ESTATE
friends, but drifted
We have just unloaded another car were boyhood
'
104 DON GASPER ST.
the celebrated Boss Patent Dour. apart, the former establishing a dental
Telephone 9 W of
You know the quality of that brand practice in Kansas City and he prosCity Property, Farms,
is not excelled and equalled by, well pered and later Tufts, it is alleeed.
went to his former childhood friend
Ranches, Orchards
we have yet to see Its equal.
and secured $2000 as a grubstake from j
Land
A live paper makes a live
town.
Grants, Etc;
him and others, representing that he
COLORADO WHITE POTATOES would delve
We ere Tnakin a live. paper. Read It.
Into heretofore unknown'
mining property in Mexico. Tufts
a full car, the quality the best. Bet goia
320-ACR- E
located a EroUD of mines in Mevi
RANCH
in
a
ter
sacks
of
the cellar and In 190G after
get couple
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 all under
developing the
while you can get the right quality
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
fence,
mines, he organized the Grand Union
good
improveis
low.
and
the
Highest prices pi. Id for old Gold. Silver.
price
ments, lots of water. Fine hay
Mining company in New York, with a
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre
Of
land and farm land with a fine
cious stones.
capitalization of $10,000,000. Then !.
MONBT SEND BY RETTTHN MAII,
000,000 of stock was issued,
crop on it and about 40 head of
PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMING CO.
according
to Hollingsworth, Tufts
cattle. Six miles from railroad
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
being given
H.
KAUNE
CO
7
and
and $4,000,000 was taken by Telephone 194 W.,Room
miles
from
863 Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.
the mountain.
men
who
financed the proposition.
Sell at a bargain. Address.
TO DENTISTS
'
Hollingsworth demanded half of
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
'
FRANK
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap,
Where
Prices
DAVIS,
Lowest
"
Tufts stock. Referee Collins held that
and Platinum, glghest prices paid.
"
-,;
MorUrtv N M
for Safe Quality - Tuffs explanation that J3.O0O.0OO ot SANTA FE
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The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N: M

THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.25
$1.50
1

50

Weekly, six month

Organized in 1870.

Time la the teat of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management, has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is. important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
Growth

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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Dally, six month, by mall

Vlce-Pre-ide-
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;
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt,
Mr. Senator LaFollette, of Wisconsin, has not won the respect nor ad- - when you can get them already print- road company sets up the defense States.
and
Doan's
name
the
Remember
was
the
His
in
dead
when
selfishness is simply ed at the New Mexican Prlntlne that the animal
present campaign.
miration of the people
j
monumental.
tale no other. '
shipped
Company.
0
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without private bath.
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j
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THE WHOLE

GRAVEYARD
WOKE UP AND DANCED.

THAT

"Bobbie"
Hum's famous "Tarn
O'Shanter" is an excellent Halloween
' tale.
But. if someone in the
party
cannot repeat it in the dialect as 'Us
written, it might be best simply to
tell the story in brief:
One dark, wintry night when fie
hour was striking twelve,
Tain
O'Shanter, the pride of the valley and
the pet of the tavern, rode gaily out
jof the village toward pitch darkness,
a country road and home.
Tam was a jolly fellow, over-fonol the cup that cheers; and though
his good wife, Kate, had warned and
warned again, he still stuck to the
l.Ebit of staying until the last ghus

hand."
Singing old Scotch sonnets, holding
fast to his good blue bonnet and
casting eyes around the while to s, e
that none should catch him unawares,
he" drew near to
"Whare ghaists and houlets nightly
cry."
And as he rode a smnn eanie ,n.
Floods of water poured
down the
roadway in front of him. The lightning Hashed from tree to tree. .Nearer and nearer the thunder rolled
"When glimmering
Ine
through
groaning trees,
seem
in a blee.e,
Thro' ilka bore the beams were
gleaming,
And ould
resounded mirth rind
dancing.'
Kirk-Alluwa- v

Klrk-Allowa- y

NEWS OF THE STATE
was plowed 12 inches deep last year.
RAISING CANE.
T. F. Hinshaw, J. E. Gromo and R. It was sown about the first of Mav
L. Bottom are pioneers in syrup man- with 20 pounds of alfalfa. The stand
ufacture These gentlemen have each of barley now in comparison with
raised quite a patch of cane for this any other farm in the neighborhood
very striking. It is thicker,
purpose and the results have beentaller and of a deeper color. Insatisfactory. A syrup fac- deed, it is so
heavy a stand as to
a
be
money
would
tory. and cannery
cause some concern about the alfalfa
. .1,
t ,
inaKer. uia
junto.
seeking. There are several things
about it that are well worth studying
TAOS PUEBLOS O. K.
by any thinking, observant farmer.
Hon. F. C. Smith, M. D., who has Clovis Xews.
charge of the government station at
Fort Stanton, this state, and who is
-

AFTER FURS.
also medical inspector for the Pueblo
Renresentatives of the San Marcial
Indians of New Mexico was in Taos Fur conipany outfitted at this point
on official business this week. He purine tne fore Dart of lhe week for
found the Taos Pueblo in fine physical a trapping expedition that will last
condition. Taos Valley News.
several months. When we noticed the
party leaving on this trip down the
NEWSPAPER CHANGE.
river, we seen among the number, the
The Taos Recorder comes out with noted trappers and hunters. Shotgun
a new name at the masthead, A. C. Harry and Polecat Bill, better known
Probert being the new editor and pub- as J. B. Harry and Will Crow. The
lisher. The first issue under the new boys were driving a pair of burros
management indicates that a good pa hooked to a diminutive wagon loaded
per is to be published from the office with a generous supply of provisions
of the Recorder and El Bien Publico. U"'P census, traps, ammunition ana
We expect to have a re
The politics will be stiff democratic bedding.
and the news is evidently to be given Prt J18 to their success in the
1:"e before long. San Marcial Stand- in full and in a brisk and entertaining
ard.
manner.

r

SIZED

.,

UP RIGHT.

IN LAKE WOOD.

'

Wire news was received here Sunday and Monday that Jack Johnson,
the big beast of pugilistic fame, had
been fatally shot by the mother of the
nineteen year old white girl he had
lured away from her home.
The people of Lake wood, always
loyal to that which is right and good,
rejoiced at the news, and anxiously
awaited the arrival of the daily papers
to get a detailed account of the affair; but there was a wave of disappointment" upon learning that it was
a false report, and that there was
nothing to it.
Thus it is through life. The good
things wihch we ought to get are
snatched from us, and the evil things
are left to continue their deviltry,
Lakewood Progress.

oumiiHS o n- -

:

i uiniM.i i! rooiiiij and . man, corner
Palace and Lincoln avenues.

,,

Mexico,

Section 1, Chapter
it is made the duty;
r.'nn
cow.
of the i'utiiun in uumy k oinnnssum-- in,,,,,,,
i,
230 V.
ranch,
ers ol each county in the Stale of New
Mexico, to proclaim the elections that
ions,
FUJI
iuS
goods.
The mirth and fun grew fast and are to be held in the respective coun- - Don
.Must he sold at once.
Caspar.
;
furious
ties for Hie purpose of voting for
The piper loud
louder blew.
didates for Hie different offices and
FOR SALE two story residence on
The dancers quick and quicker Hew - other matters, and to do so ten davs
Palace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. 0
At last Tam, forgetting all caution, before the election
by public Procla- W'utson & Co.
shouted to one of tin; merriest and mation and by publication in each of
maddest of the wraithy aid, "Wool tin; two leading newspapers
FOR RENT- - Houses furnished or
published
dene, Cuttysark "
in each county; and,
unfurnished.
Apnly to ,l. A. Ortiz,
Instantly the whole bla.e of light
WHEREAS, it is further made the Court House.
and laughter gave place
to blank
of said Hoards of County Com- .
darkness and utter silence.
Tam duty
FOR SALE National Cash
to wive public notion of the
missioners
His mare sniffed the air
shivered.
of the election, tin; officials to ister two drawers practically new.
and turned in fright.
be voted for, questions to be voted on, O. C. Watson & Co.
Tam
knew
whole
the
Suddenly
the names of the candidates for each
wild, jibbering,
frightful band of
witches were after him in full pur- - of (lie said offices, as the same are on! ' WANTED Woman to take churg-dining-roofile in the oflice of the County Clerk
as head waitress. .Must
suit.
Recorder and the post- - BK'ak English. Coronado Restaurant.
"And scarcely
had he Maggii ral-- ' and
Oflice address of each of said caiuli-- ,
lied.
WANTED
TO BEY A cooking
dates and the place where the election
is to be held in each product in each range not smaller than six hob; and
in good condition, Address "C" this
county; and,
oflice.
it
Secis r quired by
WHEREAS,
tion J, Chapter ltj.", Laws of 1909, that
FOR RENT Beautiful unfurnished
the said notice be inserted in daily
modern Hat, :, rooms and bath, new
six
to
times prior
the day
newspapers,
(!eo. M. Kinsell,
when the election is to be held, but range, line location.
when there is no daily newspaper pub-- Phone ::; W.
lished in such county, such notice may
'
FOR SALE- - Clean stock of merbe inserted in weekly newspapers, in
in country, good location,
chandise
two issues thereof, prior to the date
good business. Hood reason for
when the election is to be held: and,
Hex 1. Lyden, X. M.
THEREFORE, The Hoard of County .filing. Address
Commissioners of Santa Ke County,
IS
THERE
ANYTHING
YOC
New .Mexico, in session held at Santa
WANT TO KNOW about lost relatives
Ko, on the 2::rd day of October, A. D.
ot a stranger'.'
furnish personal in1912, have ordered as follows,
That the object of the election formation from government records
anywhere, for
which is to be held on the illi day of concerning anybody,
m years. Laura ri. Nichols, Sta- 11
Xnvemliei '
ntr..rwW i.tv,. past.
' iiti "'"-""1"" ,j
1,
Washington I). C.
claimed by the Governor of the
is
to
one
elect
stale,
Representative
TYPEWRITERS.
in Congress and three Presidential
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
liy

.r,i

i.-

i.

1

KAI.K-Househ-

old

j

(

Reg-obje-

'

j

do-;n- g

j

I

1

nln ftllC fllPnltlmrl

nmvb ded ,m' Joint;
,'

Resolu,

M

; lUv

A
TJilil...
sold,
Typewriters
wnte. SIan,Jard ffiakeg handfed.

W.

,er (,, passed by the ! irst State Legis-,A1rcpair WQrk a,id typewriters
lature and hied m the oflice of the antecdSunta F(f T,pIwrlter Ka.
of
as
on
State,
becretary
approved,
change Phone "31
2!lth
the
day of May, A. D. 1912.
Also for the purpose of voting on
aminguez, Santiago Martin. Timoteo
proposed "Slate Highway Bond Issue Griego
of
as provided by Chapter!
.ri.cillc( Xo. ;i.
(fei.j110 Alarld,
5S ot the Acts of the First State Leg-- j
-- ..,
vrmm,s .,
nel.m.
lslalive Assembly,
June
approved
Precinct No. I. Manuel Ortiz y
A.
D.
vm.
10th,
Martinez, Julian Grace, Manuel Ortiz
The names of the candidates fori
y Rodriguez.
each of the said offices to be voted for' Precinct No.
Fabian Lopez,
on the t".th day of November, A. I).'
Nestor Gallegos.
Romero,
1912, as the same are on file in the
Precinct No. (I.
Tomas Narviaz,
oifice of the County Clerk and
Erineo .Mares. J. A. Carrillo.
Recorder of Santa Fe County,
Precinct No. 7. Cesario Martinez,
New Mexico, and the postoffice
adhad been emptied. So it was tjtis
A
strange, strange scene was When out the hellish legion sallied.' dress of each of said candidates is as Rafael Granite, Manuel Lucero.
Precinct No. S. Juan N. Sandoval,
wintry night that Tam had more conr-- j there. The customary stillness of the
Mag flew- like the wind toward lhe
Romulo Chavez, Juan J. Silva.
age than sense hid under his auburn kirk was gone. And Tam, quite un- nearest stream, because even a Scot- follows,
REPUBLICAN TICKET.
curls as he strided his doughty nag, afraid, rode close and saw coffins ,n tish horse knows full well that no ill
Precinct No. 9. Teodoro Garcia,
For Representative In the c:!rd Con- - R
B
Meg, and rode off from the lights which lay wraihts with candles nam- can follow anyone farther than t)ie
Royt)al Fel.miu Gonzales.
great . of the United States:
and the laughter.
No. 10. Atila
Brecinct
from
their
to
lend
a
middle
Sanchez,
stream.
ing
hands,
of the
U
XT,.
1 . Pi'..
11
r
light
I
f
"The wind blew as 't'wad blawn its to
A. oimstead.
i"lu"" ',JUU' Ul ""a"", w uex-1 Ral)h Kipsell
"But ere
the keystone she could
last;
I ICIUL
11. UtlUIl illill LllJtr., JTC"
make,
For Presidential Electors:
The rattling showers rose on the "Warlocks and witches in a dance."
dro Martinez, J. D, Hart.
And, worst of all, upon a table were The fient a tail she had to shake;
A.
Levi
New
Santa
of
Fe,
Hughes,
blast;
pr(,cinct n0. ir. Margarito Chavez,
For Nannie 'far before the rest,
Mexico.
The speedy gleams the darkness two wee, unchristened children, a
thief just cut down from his rope,
Hard upon the noble Maggie prnr.t,
Eufracio Gallegos, of Gallegos, New, Pret;ilu,t No. K!'. Luis A MartineZl
swallow'd;
five tomahawks with blood upon them And flew at Tam wi' furious ettle;
Loud, deep and long the thunder
Ceferino Lucero, Gumecindo Garcia.
and
But little wist she Maggie's meftle;
bellow'd.
Matt
of Silver City, New
PrecIllct No. 14. xicaclo 0rtega.
"A
a
had
knife
father's
throat
manglAe
That night a child might undorspring brought off her master Mexico.
xt.. ...,
t
ir...
ed."
hale.
stand,
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
Precinct
No. 15. Moises Pena, Jose
The Deil had business on
hls "As Tammie glowr'd, amaz'd and cur- - But left behind her ain grey tail;
For Representative in the G3rd Con- Bamon
Quintana, Jose Hilario Maes-tas- .
gress of the United States:
Harvey B. Fergusson, of
Precinct Xo. 10. Kpifanio Atencio,
New Mexico.
MARRIAGE TO CATCH THE WOMEN VOTE AT MOGOLLON AND HOW IT
Pedro Valdes, Juan Ant. Valdes.
For Presidential Electors:
1

-

-

Ll

Can-delari- o

'

-

.

j,-

Everybody at some time has known
the fellow who always went out with
the other fellow and bummed his way
sharing the pleasure but never sharing the expense, depending on the rest
to put up for everything. That is the
way with the merchant who don't adINJURED WHILE BALING.
vertise. He depends on the advertise
R. H. Schaffer was seriously hurt
ments of others to bring the trade to
town and then he expects to grab some w nile working on the Northcut farm,
of it without expense to himself, says 8C'uth of Artesia. He was assisting in
an exchange. Springer has none 0fiaIfalfa bang and was tramping the
WORKED OUT.
113
this ' class of merchants. Springer ha in tne Press with his toot25.
Oct.
' tIme he
Remember,
Mogollon,
not get nis foot ou u
Stockman.
time ano tne heavy machine caught don't ye, how I spiked the campaign
him, badly crushing the leg below the rooses of ornery old Seth Beardsley,
DRY FARM RADI H.
knee.
nominee of the boltin Bull Durham
J. Allison, of the Eiland neighborAlthough the pain is serious, on progress party agin me for constable,
hood, Monday of this week, brought to account of the muscles being
torn and how Seth quieted all down on his
the Times office a white icicle radish, loose, no bones were broken, and Mr. campaign didoes?
raised by dry farming, that weighs Schaffer will not have to submif to an
Well, what dy'e think Seth was con- f
four and
pounds. Mr. Allison operation unless infection, sets in. At'cocktin? Marriage, by crotch! Mar- says that when he says dry farming present he is resting as well as could riaee to catch the women vote and
that he means that this radish was be expected and the chances for an ay out me, the only regular nominee
not Irrigated even one time, that all early recovery are good
at the polls! Yes, sir, went and pop- It was an accident like this that
the moisture it received was the natped to Aunt Mehipelah Bosworth,
ural rainfall. He also says that he has caused J. A. Perkins of the Cotton-wood- s Presidentess of the Great Granddaugh- to lose a limb several months ters of the
eye openers In various other varieties
Revolution, Secretaryess
of farm produce, that visitors to his ago. Artesia News.
of the Granddaughters of the Mexican
home can see at any time they call.
War, Treasuress of the Daughters of
LUNA COUNTY GOT IT.
P.ortales Times.
Civil War, Auxiliary Sergentess-at-Armthe
The field corn, sent with Luna coun
of the Sisters of the Spanish
to
exhibit
state
was
the
fair
ty's
THE CARLSBAD KIND.
Veterans.
War
awarded
first premium, over all corn
W. B. Sylvester, of the Otis district,
Figured to scoop in all that
in the state. The exhibit came
on his
down
last Friday brought in samples of grown
by gettiu'
three kinds of corn, which show what from the farm of H. B. Strickler and ..lirtrtn.a t ir nlH msirrnw hnnoo in Mo- ox uie variety Konwn as li e aiex-- ;
was
the New Mexico soil can do without
her tomatoe vine8 and
h, , h a
any help stalks of Indian corn ten ican june corn, tne rapid, vigorous askin' her to be his. To give Miss
feet high, two ears to the stalk; kaffir! growth and peculiar formation of Bosworth's reply would be meer waste
corn with five plump, well developed husks prevent any injurious insect of your valuable editorial space not
heads nearly a foot long, all from one ftom doing aany material damage.
otherwise devoted to advertisin'. Suf- In the growing of this corn Mr. flf,p it ,
sav that the ansnichious
root; dwarf miio maize with heads
live inches through and nine inches Strickler used 12 inches of water at moment that Hehipelah hed bin look-fou- r
'
Irrigations. It was planted June
for nih 40 vears hed nrrived.
long. These were raised by him on
new ground without any fertilization, 10 and ripened September 20. A strict
Well, sir, fer perliticle effeck they
and should not be regarded as excep- record will be kept of the acreage and plans out a regular old Jennie Crockir
yield, which will be published as soon weddin'.
tional. Carlsbad Current.
They gits the Mogollon
as obtained.
Mammoth Brass Band to make the
It is a further matter of interest to welkin ring on the Bosworth front
PLOW DEEP.
We wish those farmers who are know that Mr. Strickler obtained first lawn under a awnin' borrowed from
the town barber. They sends about
skeptical about the value of deep P'emium on pie pumpkin,
These little straws only go to show 100 invites over to Akron to fellows
field
plowing could look at a
of barley on the Hoard farm as it the diversity and quality of crops that like Bob Irdell, Charley Baird, Lew
stands just now, says Hoard's Dairy- - are being raised in this wonderfully Seward and other well known social
man of Fort Atkinson, Wis. The land valley. Deming Graphic.
lions who they knew wouidn t come
and they gits a Cleveland constable
names Chris McMahon down to guard
the weddin' presents.
They engages 'Squire Peasley to!
The liquids and the digested foods in the alimentary canal
the blushing maiden away with
give
the
through
wall of the canal into the blood. This process is called absorption pais
and takes place
judishal dignity, and, like every other
After absorption the blood carries the food single man in town, Peasley was Regular Nominee for Constable. But
chiefly from the small intestine.
through the body, and each cell takes from the blood the food it needs. A pure darned willin' to .give
Mehipelah away when Seth steps up kittenish to takej
filycerio extract made from bloodroot, mandrake, stone, queen's root and golden
seal and sold by druggists for the past lorry years under the name of Dr. Pierce's to some other fellow. Then they ar- the paw of his wooed illy at the foot
Golden Medical Discovery, gives uniformly excellent results as a tonic to
ranges that to the tune of Mendel- - of them stairs the music goes wrong,
help
in the assimilation of the food and in the absorption by the blood of the food shone's weddin' march by the Masto- Not havin' bin
signalled as to the
it requires.
Eradicate the poisons from the blood with this alterative extract dons. Seth should come glidin Into
moment them Mastodons
sicologic
which does not shrink the white blood corpuscles, because
containing no alcohol or the parlor from the kitchen and meet
otner injurious ingredients,
ihus the body can be built at the foot of the upper bedroom stairs struck up "Johnny Git Yer Gun," while
"Doc" Sorrick got his records mixed
resist
disease.
to
This
is a tonic taken from
up
strong
the descending bride bearing a boxay ir, tho rirV nHor thom .,Ira or,rl
Natm-e'- s
gcrden thct builds up those weakened by disease.
Dr. Pierce, founder of the Invalids' Hotel at Buffalo, of paper orange blossoms and her 4 went to greetin' the happy couple
N.Y., has received many letters similar to the following :
years of life's visissitoods, with Drug- with "Has Anybody Here Seen Kel-, V!
"Doc" Sorrick under the stairs lov?" or,H it.,
UK Fsed R. MiTNRO. of Paradise, N. S.. writes: "I take siwrt
gist
pleasure in writinir you as regards my case and its cure. In Septemplayiu' MacDorrel's "To a Wooed mat Amos Keiiey was one of our
ber I was taken with Typhoid Fever, which put me in a dreadful condition. I was weak, run doum, nervous and too reduced to a mere
Lilly" on his graffofone.
hed
early settlers who the bride-to-b- e
skeleton. I had tried moat everything- I could tret but nothing did me
Gosh! It was a considerably Crock- - sued twice for breech of promise,
any sood until, at last, I was advised to try Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
and
Pleasant
Pellets.'
I
which
did.
I
Discovery,
Rnfai. hH
irish weddin', all right, and at the damages sought for includin' ruination
bottle I saw a great improvement and when I had used this treatment
two months, usuur only a few vials of Pleasant Pellets,' I returned to
start
of the program yours truly could of character and things like that.
perfect health. I cannot And words to express my thankfulness for see
that the social impresshun made The darned fltnes of those
this wonderful medicine. I advise all sufferers to writa to St. B. V.
as
r.B.HDMBOaSM.
bs cures wbca othcxs fail."
Fierce,
wasn't no good for Kitchel Pixley,
selecshuns was too much
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HOW BLOOD IS MADE.
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Mexico.
J. H. Latham, of Lake Valley. New
Mexico.
Samuel D. Stennis, Jr., of Carlsbad,
New Mexico.
PROGRESSIVE TICKET.
For Representative in the tilird Congress of the United States:
Marcos C. de Baca, of Bernalillo,
New Mexico.

-

-

(

j

strong-generall-

was slightly injured Friday a. m.,
about 11 o'clock at the crossing of
Seventh and Main, Mrs. Hayes, while
approaching the street, saw an automobile was nearing her, which made
her hurry, and catching her foot in a
tangled wire, she was thrown to the
ground receiving slight injuries about
the head, arms and body. Roswell

(

ounty
,, ountv.
New
v

Indispensable to best results saves
worry saves work saves money
saves health saves complaints at table

UNPOPULAR

PROCLAMATION
01

10.., Laws of

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder

A CLOSE CALL.
Mrs. Sarah C. Hayes, an aged lady,
who resides at 104 East Ninth street,

SfcVC

Tim curl in clauc.ht her by the rump,
Ami I' Ft poor Maggie
ncarce a

CREAM

Hi

FACE

Prffinrf

Vn 1?
Tnvo
fn flnrnln
SiIva Eustaquio Padilla.
Precinct No. 18. Santana Herrera,

AfiPncUm

Donaciano Garcia, C. O. Harrison.
Precinct No. 19. Antonio Garcia y
.
Armijo, Felix Salinas, Agustin
Mon-tcya-

Precinct No. 20. Jesus Ma. Baca,
Anastacio Mora, Con Sullivan.
Precinct No. 21. Ely Parker, Miguel
Pino, Reva Williams.
Precinct No. 22. Pedro Nolasco RoFor Presidential Electors:
mero, Donaciano Ortiz, Julian Ortiz.
Elmer E. Studley, of Raton, New
Precinct No. 2:!. Nicolas Jimenez,
Mexico.
Julian Benavidez, Policiano Ortiz.
Dora Frazier Thomas, of Roswell,
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon-toyNew Mexico.
Estanislao Sandoval, Julian GarGeorge W. Armijo, of Sanla Fe, Ne' cia.
Mexico.
The election is hereby ordered to
SOCIALIST TICKET.
be held in the different precincts as
For Representative in the 63rd Con,,,n. s,
gress of the United States:
PLACE.
Andrew Eggum, of Roswell, New
Precinct No. 1.
District No. 1
Mexico.
School House.
For Presidential Electors:
Prof inpl Vrt '
l.iafrif Vn
Walter N. Cook, of Magdalena, NewjSchool HoU8e. '
Mexico.
Precinct No. ?,. House of
ictor
uenoy v ei n, or nutton, New
Garcia, "Canon Road."
Precinct No. 4. Justice of the
W. T. Holmes, of rarmington, New
Pence Oflice.
Mexico.
Precinct No. 5. District No. 5
On motion of Commissioner Jiron School House.
the following persons were appointed
Precinct No. C. House of Bonifacio
as Judges of Election for the election Narvaez.
to be held November 5th, 1912, and
Precinct No. 1 House of Rafael
the first one named in each precinct Granito.
is hereby named to receive the ballot
Precinct No. S School House.
boxes from the Clerk.
Precinct No. 9, District ' No. U
JUB&E&.
School House.
i
Precinct No. 1. Encarnacion Sala-- ;
Precinct No. 10. Real Estate Of- zar y Trujillo, Antonio Romero y Val- - fice of Mr. H. C. Kinsell.
des, Emiliano Roybal.
Precinct No. 11. District No. 11
Precinct No. 2. Juan de Dios Do-- : School House.
Precinct No.
District No. VI
- $100 REWARD, 1100.
'School Houp.
the readers of this paper wilr be Precinct No. 13. W. M. Taber's
pleased to learn that there is at least Store
one dreaded disease that science has
Precinct No. 1. School House.
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
Precinct No. 1".. School House.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Precinct No. 1(1. School House.
cure now known
only
Precinct No. 17. Fred Ixjpez's Hall.
for most of the weddin' gests and they
..pof Ye
tc tne
fraternity. Catarrh
No. IS.
Donaciano
Precinct
bolted to Town Hall green, where they being a constitutional
disease, re- - cia's.
could holler, roll and claw their quires a constitutional
treatment.
Store.
Precinct No. 19.
Bldes t'11 tlley felt less purturbed, tho' Hail s catarrh Cure Is taken internally
No. 20. School House.
Precinct
Seth's weddin' was pulled off pretty a acting directly on tne blood and inuPrecinct No. 21. School House.
icons surfaces of the system, thereby
la Crockir afterwards.
Precinct No. 22. School District No.
the
foundation
of
dis
the
destroying
Summin' up the politicle effeck i ' 09(10 QTirl Cr
13.
lrr Ihn nnf !nnt nlnnnirili
-"""t"
7,7:
guess is still spiked. He can't go to 7 1UUUUlllR
Precinct No. 23. School House.
UP U16 Constitution ailQ
.
lu
rloimin'
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon- newly-mad- e
nLf
husband, fer everybody in
toya House.
fs?
!
Mogollon's whistlin' that tune what T'n P'?.
The Board then adjourned until 3
lual .. mey U1CI
yuncio
v...
whereabouts. nno" unniroii nrjio-o'clock the same dav.
a fn.
!,
The only gain Seth can claim seems ,t fai,s l0 cure
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Send for Hst of te8.
to be Hehipelah, and, by heck! the timonials.
Chairman,
whole he part of the Bull Durham!
AMri t rwrvrv rn
Attest: M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk
Progress
party ain't
progressive j0d0. Ohio.
Work for the New Mexican. It If
enough yet to vote yes on that.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const-- working for you, for Santa Fe and
Sincerely,
KITCHEL PIXLEY.
j the new state
,r.t!on.
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OFFICIAL MEWS

"The Home of Quality Groceries"
A

f

HARVEST HANDS

YOUR

WILL DO

IK'

I

MORE WORK WITH
THEIR MOUTHS

AnJ Consequently More WorkJIn The Fields

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries

!

So Would Most Any One Else ! 2

p

Just Received

--

Another Car of

"lEmpressjFlour"

V
't.

a beaver slaughterat least not !n
the near future. Mr. Haca has gone
to Mora comity on game protection
work, and Chief Deputy Page B. Otero
is at the head of the office here.

The "ghost will walk" at the capitol
this week.
Treasurer O. N. Marion has maw
the "promenade" possible by Belling
certificates of indebtedness in the sum
by the last
of $2U0,0()() authorized
The purchasers were
legislature.
W. X. Coler and Co. of New Yoilr,
and Otis & Co.. of Cleveland. Ohio.
and
The certificates sold at 101
news
The
ti
interest.
cent
bear
per
spread rapidly and was heard with
interest by officials of greater or less
prominence. The sale means that
the governor the secretary of state,
the judges of the supreme court, the
district court judges, the officers of
the supreme; court, assistant secretary
ol state, mine inspector, and other ofsalaries.
ficers will draw their pent-uThe sale means that there will be
expense
money for the contingent
fund of the secretary of state, for
the armories, the penitentiary, the
Xew Mexico Normal University, and
for the
for certain appropriations
New .Mexico Military Institute, the
Xew Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts and for the Institute for the Blind.
The ghost will walk, thus giving the
first "salary envelope" to certain
officers who are the first officials to
hold state office.

REGISTRY

The registration
cincts all over the
rt the office of the
keeping all officials
assorting them.

4

$1

rg5"Thcre

Is NoiBMter Flour Made AI Any Price

$1.50
4

$1.50

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

So

IT 1

I

HEADQUARTERS FOR

1

HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES

AFTER

AND

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

PROTECTION.

ON NOVEMBER

The

D. & R. G.

12.

railroad case,

involv-

the proposed establishment of
and Tres
at Barranca
agencies
ing

Piedras,' which was to have been argued before the state supreme court
this week has been postponed until
November 12.
IN A VOTE.

SWEARING

State Secretary Lucero has received
many letters lately from voters asking about voting by affidavit on election day in one's own precinct although the voter has failed to register. After consulting with the attorney general, the secretary has answered the queries stating that there
is no reason why an unregistered voter may not cast his vote in his own
precinct, upon making proper affidavit. The law on the question is given in Chapter 64, 1002, Laws of New
Mexico.

LOCAL ITEMS.
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30. The
forecast for New Mexico is to- night fair and warmer in south
with snow and colder in north
portion. Thursday (clearing and
colder in north, portion with rain
in southeast portion.

S.

V

'
dren.
Just Arrived Pin Ton Chocolates HE ADMITS HE HAD
TWO WIVES AT ONCE.
distinctive and deicious. Zook's PharOakland, Cal Oct. 30. John Holmacy.
s
mes, a member of a theatrical comProf. Morley Back Professor
Griswold Morley, a live wire of pany, was arrested here last night on
the exhibition plan, is back from n.- a telegraphic warrant sworn to by
on
a
went
flying trip his wife in Jersey City, N. J.. who
panola, where he
Holmes,
to gather certain old photos of Santa; charges him with bigamy.
Fe. His motor car broke down, or, whose stage name is John Harcourt,
he had two wives, but he
rather one of the hubs broke down and admitted
married the second one,
he
had
said
It. looked as though the "prof" and;
the present complainant, believing
on
the
would
night
spend
hig party
the first one was dead. He said he
the road, but Mr. Morley's brother,: was
ready to go to New Jersey and
had
studied;
James Henry Morley, who
the charge.
face
at 'the Massachusetts "Tech" in the
DAMAGES" FOR A COLD.
fixed
and
hubs
about
all
''Hub,1' knew
Toronto. Ont.. Oct. 30. George H.
It could get
so
that
machine
the
up;
welcome.
V
Z!,
MorriBon was awarded $1500 damages
The Capital Pharmacy opena' their" back to town.
fouiitaffi'.
Via-- , yesterday, against the Pere Marquette
hot soda
a
today, servingc.thet
Barnacle's
Legacy,
Captain
the
usual good, hoj chocolate and bullion. graph and a good one at the Elks' to- railway for medical expenses and
loss of salary, resulting from a cold
Rooms for rent, j night. ;
Elegantly-Furnisheat Marsh-fielThe finest' rooms "in the city, having! the story of how we lost a cus- - contracted while waiting
is no' stathere
where
crossing,
electric, light, steam heat and bathi tomer, he died.
We want another
MorThe European Hotel, centrally To1: to take his place for he died satisfied. tion. The train was late and
of
an
in
illness
resulted
cold
rison's
Headquartcated. State Progressive
Will you' take his place? The Capital
months.
six
ers in the hotel.
Tailor.
Chocolates,:
Fresh today
sold of course at Zook's pharmacy
The Sleeper, a great .drama by
,;
I.ubin at the Elks' tonight.
was the
From 30 to 51 degrees
range in temperature yesterday and:
the average relative humidity was
per cent. Yesterday was a clear and
cool day with a mean temperature ofj
40 degrees, or 5 degrees below the
AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
average. 1 here was increasing cloudi
'
ness at night.
R- - V. BOYLE, Mgr.
j
4 Phone Black 12.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con-"J

.

,

d

Pin-To-

J

YELLOW CRYSANTHEMUMS

For Hallow een

BEAVERS.

j

If it's Reai Estate Hayward has it.
Broncho Billy for Sheriff at the
Elks' tonight.
LOST A string of coral beadR.
Finder please return to New Mexican.
Hot Chocolate with real pure whipped cream at Trie Capital Pharmacy.
Did you see 'what the Clarendon
Garden is advertising for Hallow'eenV
Do so at once.
Page eight. It is
just what you want.

tent.

The body
Funeral Notice
o;
Charles Thayer, Jr., arrived from El
Paso at noon yesterday accompanied
by Mr. Thayer's widow;, Mrs. Hattie
Thayer. The funeral will take place
af. 7:30 from the house to Guadalupe
church where services will be held.
Thence to Rosario cemetery where in-- j
terment will be made in the family
lot. All friends of the family are in- vited to attend. Xo funeral notices j
have been sent out.
See John Bumy at the Elks' to-- j
night. It's a Vitagraph.
Visitors of the picture show, can
find delicious hot chocolate after the
show at the Capital Pharmacy.
Died in Colorado News has been
received of the death of Emilio Ortiz
He was 35
in Trinchera, Colorado,
years of age. Dedth was due to i
fall from a wagon when the team he!
M r. Ortiz was
w as driving ran away.
the son of the late Rafael Ortiz yi
Chavez, of Mora. He was a brother-of Benjamin M. Read of this
j

Here
15 Where
The Draft

Enters

The most perfect draft

ever
is the patent Hot
Wilson
the
Blast Down Draft of
discovered

Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

RfMs&gn
HOT BLAST

Neater

Just Arrived!

The air enters at the top, drives

Another large assortment..
4atesTshapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery.

.

the combustible gases into the
fire where they are burned
up
prevents the escape of heat
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
Iu other words, only lialf the
amount of fuel used in ordinary
heaters is necessary. The Wilson
is
making pel feet combustion possible and a lire can
t,

be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heat
ers lot either wood or coal.

mlkEWsanta Fe Hardware
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HART SCHAFFNfeR '& MARX
FINE CLOTHES
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TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or fllvei
any news, please phone "31 J."

30, 1912.

city.

in-la-

IN

OCTOBER

FOR SALE Good saddle or driving
Surviving him are a wdow(
Mrs. Zeferina Ortiz, niece of Felix horse and buggy. Inquire at St. VinMartinez of El Paso, and four chil- cent's Sanitarium.

The Sweetest Story Ever Told Pin
Ton Chocolates. Zook sells them.
Irons at
Those $5.00 electric
Sparks Electric Co. will sell for $4.50
while they last.
A Warranty Deed was recorded !n
the county clerk's office from George
W. Hfckox to Isador Ferran for house
and lot on College street; consideration, $1.
WANTED a large second hand base
burner at GOEBELS. ' '.,. ''''"
Your Only chance to see this
Don't
change at the Elks' tonight.
miss it.
Brotherhood of American 'Ypeman
will have an open meeting and Children's Festival on Hallow'eep," October 31, 1912. Refreshments csferved.
Xo charge for admission. , Eetyofl
v

Und-gren-

war-don-

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !

THE

The little beaver, model of industry
and emblem of a secret order which
once numbered many members in
Santa Fe, is the subject of many letters received by the state game
.
It appears that ranchers along
the Rio Grande, from Embudo to
Buckman, wish permits to kill tho
beavers, alleging that the animals
are doing much damage. The case
against the beaver has not been Drov
er, to the satisfaction of Game Warden
Baca and he will issue no permits for

secretary of state,
in that office busy

INCORPORATION.

1

THE
d9 JEWELER

pre-

state are arriving

Articles of incorporation of "he
First Presbyterian Church at Amisiad,
Union county, were tiled in the office
of the corporation commission today,
naming John M. Gill as statutory
,
agent, and trustees, William E.
John M. Gill, and William .1.
Casebeer. The value of church property is placed at $1,500.

The committee on arrangements for
the inauguration of Dr. David Ross
boyd, as president of the State Unat Albuquerque, Xovember
iversity
9th, has invited Superintendent Alvan
X. White to occupy a seat on the platform and represent the Department of
Education in a short address. Superintendent White has accepted the invitation.
Herbert A. Hickey, a student in
the ttth grade of the Albuquerque city
schools, has won the ten dollar cash
prize offered by State Superintendent
White for the best exhibit of a pen
of chickens in the poultry department
at the recent state fair. TJie priza
was won by a pen of Single Comb
Rhode island Reds.
White announces
Superintendent
that the entire force in the educational department will attend lie annual
meeting of the New 'Mexico Teachers
association at Albuquerque and head
quarters will be maintained, in the
Commercial Club building. These are
Hon. Filadelfo Baca, assistant state
superintendent; Prof. Rupert F.
chief clerk; Mrs. Theresa 3.
White, state director of industrial education, and Miss Eve Wientge, stenographer. Miss Wientge will report
the entire proceedings of the association, which will likely be printed in
book form, for distribution to all
members.

!"335

Per Sack

RIVER

BOOKS.
books from

The state engineer's force. is busily
engaged in work along the Rio Grande
from
to protect adjacent
territory
overflows.

MATTERS.

EDUCATIONAL

TRY IT NOW!

Phone

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MfflCAA

EIGHT

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

FINE CLOTHES
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